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This thesis reports the investigation of the effects of leading edge patterns on the boundary layer 
of a flat plate and airfoils. The leading edge patterns produce streamwise counter-rotating vortices 
in the boundary layer. To study the development of the counter-rotating vortices in the boundary 
layer, smoke-wire flow visualization, as well as the Hot-Wire measurement, were conducted. The 
smoke-wire flow visualization technique was carried out for triangular, semicircular and notched 
patterns with wavelength of λ =15mm and amplitude of A = 7.5mm at velocity of 3m/s, while the 
hot-wire measurement was conducted for triangular, sinusoidal and notched patterns with the same 
wavelength, amplitude and flow velocity as the smoke-wire flow visualization. In addition, the 
effect of the amplitude and wavelength on the vortex structures was examined for three different 
combinations of λ15A7.5, λ15A3.75 and λ7.5A7.5 (λ: wavelength and A: amplitude). It was shown 
that the leading edge variations with a triangular pattern generated streamwise counter-rotating 
vortices in the form of mushroom-like structures initiated from the troughs. The mushroom-like 
structures consisted of a pair of counter-rotating vortices streamwise propagated over the flat plate 
under zero-pressure gradient condition. The number of the preset vortices was equal to the number 
of troughs of each pattern, except for the notched plate. An additional vortex structure appeared 
between the main counter-rotating vortices on the notched plate. 
The study was extended to investigate the effects of a series of spanwise holes placed on the 
flat plate with a triangular leading edge pattern at downstream of the troughs and peaks, separately, 
to control the vortex stability. Flow visualization results indicated that placing holes downstream 
of the troughs (plate A) did not affect the evolution of the vortices when compared to the plate 
without hole as the reference plate. However, the presence of the holes downstream of the peaks 
stabilized the vortex structures within the boundary layer due the suction effect. 
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Single hot wire anemometry was used to measure the mean and fluctuating streamwise velocity 
of the boundary layer. The results were in agreement with the smoke-wire flow visualization 
results. There was an inflection point on the velocity profile at upwash region at the beginning of 
the vortex formation due to the non-linear growth of the vortices, while no inflection point is found 
on the velocity profiles at downwash region. The transition process in the present study was 
dominated by sinuous mode and further nonlinear development of the sinuous mode would lead 
to turbulent flow. 
To investigate the effect of the leading edge and wavy patterns on the aerodynamics 
performance, a series of experiments were carried out on NACA 0012 and NACA 0020 airfoils. 
The experiments were conducted with free-stream velocity U∞ = 26 m/s or Re = 80,000. 
Aerodynamic force measurement was measured using a force sensor, helium bubble and smoke 
wire flow visualization were adopted to examine the flow structure as well as to identify the 
counter-rotating streamwise vortices that were formed due to the wavy patterns. A total of eight 
airfoils were fabricated, including the baseline models for comparison, airfoils with only leading-
edge protuberances, Wavy-A airfoils with sinusoidal wavy patterns on the surfaces and Wavy-B 
airfoils with sinusoidal wavy patterns on the surfaces as well as the protuberances on the leading 
and trailing edges.  
From the force measurement, it was observed that there was an increase in lift performance for 
both the wavy airfoils, and it was coupled with a delay in the stall angle as well as the suppression 
of an abrupt drop in lift coefficient found in stall regime of the baseline airfoil. There was the 
unnoticeable difference for angles before the stall angle. Flow visualization results were able to 
identify certain flow structures that were responsible for the delay of the stall. The flow 
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visualization experiments managed to capture counter-rotating streamwise vortices formed on the 
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The use of flow control techniques is inevitable in fluid engineering applications to achieve 
higher efficient designs. Over the past few decades, various aerodynamic flow control techniques 
have been introduced for different purposes including mixing enhancement, noise mitigation, lift 
augmentation and drag reduction. Flow control techniques also alter the location of laminar- 
turbulent transition and separation points.  
Broadly speaking, flow control techniques are classified into two groups: active and passive. If 
a technique needs to apply additional power to function, it is an active method. While techniques 
which do not need any additional power are called passive methods. Among passive techniques, 
introducing streamwise vortices in the boundary layer is a well-known approach to improving the 
aerodynamic performance. The appearance of streamwise vortices within the boundary layer 
results in momentum exchange by drawing outer energetic flow into the boundary layer flow. In 
other words, such vortices reenergize the boundary and trigger transition earlier than usual. The 
boundary layer may lead to lift increase and/or drag reduction of airfoils due to momentum 
exchange and consequently delay of flow separation. 
Vortex generator (VG) is a conventional device which is being used in order to produce either 
co- rotating or counter- rotating chordwise vortices, as shown in Figure 1.1, by making 
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discontinuities in the flow and shear force (Lin et al. 1991). The vortex generators are often 
comprised of small rectangular or triangular plates shorter than boundary layer thickness  (Lin 
2002) and are capable of giving a notable mixing zone up to three times the height of the device(Lin 
et al. 1991). Additionally, the presence of vortex generators results in suppressing Von Karman 
vortex street in the wake acoustic disturbances (Kuethe 1972).  
Another type of vortex generators, as sketched in Figure 1.2, is to attach a serrated strip on the 
pressure surface and near the stagnation point to generate counter-rotating vortices over the suction 
surface. The increase of maximum lift and low drag penalty against baseline airfoils are the results 
of utilizing this device. The degree of the improvements basically depends on size, position, and 
spacing of attached serrations (Soderman 1972). 
Despite all advantages such as simplicity, robustness, and inexpensiveness, vortex generators 
produce a parasitic drag during cruise condition (Houghton et al. 2013). Indeed, the increased 
aerodynamic lift by vortex generators, depending on their shape, size, orientation and 
configuration, is achieved at the expense of additional drag which is not desirable. Therefore, 
introducing a passive flow control technique to produce streamwise counter-rotating vortices 
without drag penalty is welcomed for industrial applications.  
To make spanwise modification on the leading edge has recently been taken into account as a 
new technique of generating vortices in the boundary layer. The initial idea of employing leading 
edge patterns is inspired by nature where owls showed the ability of quietly approaching to its prey 
at a high angle of attack (Anderson 1973). The comb-like wing feathers of an owl (Figure1.3) 
produce mini vortices resulting in retarded boundary layer separation and consequently this 
predator can approach its target in a silent manner. 
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Although using leading edge patterns to generate streamwise vortices was initially propounded 
by observing owl motion, this idea is primarily attributed to biological observation of humpback 
whale (Megaptera novaeangliae). Higher maneuverability during pursuing the prey is the point of 
distinction of this whale compared to other whales which attracted the attention of marine 
biologists (Jurasz & Jurasz 1979; Hain et al. 1981). Morphological investigations revealed that its 
high-aspect-ratio pectoral flipper, as shown in Figure 1.4, has a symmetric profile with large 
protrusions ( known as protuberances or tubercles in some literature) on the leading edge (Fish & 
Battle 1995). The arrangement of tubercles on the leading edge of the flippers causes a rise in the 
lift to drag coefficient due to streamwise vortices created so to enable humpback whale to perform 
quick banking turns (Fish et al. 2011).  
As mentioned, the bio-inspired investigations implied that employing tubercles or any spanwise 
pattern on leading edge can act as an effective passive flow control by inducing streamwise 
vortices within the boundary layer. This has introduced a new research interest in aerodynamics 
and fluid dynamics regarding its possible applications. To have a better sight on this technology, 
an extensive literature review is presented in the following section. 
 
1.2. Literature Review 
Generation of streamwise counter-rotating vortices within the boundary layer is a known 
passive flow control technique that produces the momentum exchange between the outer flow and 
the boundary layer flow. The momentum exchange causes the boundary layer to be re-energized 
and the transition process to be expedited. The streamwise vortices with a counter-rotating shape, 
generated in either natural or forced manner, can be observed in many engineering applications 
such as fans, turbomachines, and heat exchangers. The streamwise counter-rotating vortices are 
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generally developed as the secondary flow in instability problems. Görtler (Görtler 1941) 
instability is a well-known example that results in the appearance of streamwise counter-rotating 
vortices in the boundary layer flow over a concave walls because of the presence of the radial 
pressure gradient and the centrifugal force. Such vortices have an “upwash” region including low 
momentum fluid lifted up from the concave surface. Next to the upwash region, There is also a 
“downwash” region which the outer high momentum fluid travels towards the surface. A thicker 
boundary layer and a lower shear stress are the signs of the “upwash” compared to the 
“downwash”. 
This phenomenon will result in an instability that is similar to the type detected in the 
transitional boundary layer. Blackwelder (1983) showed the importance of these streamwise 
counter-rotating vortices and proposed that the dynamics of the vortices are similar. He showed 
that the dimensions of the vortices are comparable when scaled by the viscous variables. The 
appearance of Görtler vortices depends on the Görtler number (Gθ), which is defined by:  
𝐺𝐺𝜃𝜃 = (𝜕𝜕∞𝜃𝜃/𝜐𝜐)�𝜃𝜃/𝑅𝑅     (1.1) 
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, θ the momentum thickness based on Blasius 
boundary layer profile, U∞ the free-stream velocity, and R the radius of curvature. If the Görtler 
number goes beyond a critical value, the Görtler vortices will appear in the boundary layer. Görtler 
vortices will be produced at a finite wavenumber in a laminar boundary layer flow (Smith 1955). 
Hall (1983) showed the location and characteristics of the initial perturbation affect the growth 
rate of the perturbations. Hence, there is not a unique instability curve for the Görtler instability. 
However, Hall (1982) showed when Gθ approaches infinity, the neutral curves approach the 
identical asymptotic limit. The vortices are amplified while they are propagated downstream and 
change the boundary layer in a three-dimensional manner. The momentum distribution in 
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streamwise direction and the variation of boundary-layer thickness in spanwise direction are the 
effect of the appearance of the vortices that consequently result in an unstable the boundary layer. 
Ragab and Nafyeh (1981) investigated the influence of the streamwise pressure gradient by the 
surface curvature on the stability characteristics after arising Görtler instability and compared it 
with the Blasius and Falkner-Skan boundary layer flows. Due to the similarity of the development 
of such vortices to those appears in the transitional and turbulent flows, they can be utilized for 
modeling the eddy structures detected in transitional and turbulent boundary layers (Bippes 1978). 
The occurrence of Görtler instability causes the laminar boundary layer over a concave surface to 
break down to turbulent at lower Reynolds number compared to flat and convex surfaces 
(Liepmann 1943). The non-linear development of streamwise counter-rotating vortices in the 
boundary layer of concave surfaces results in the appearance of inflection points in streamwise 
velocity profiles and consequently making the flow unstable (Swearingen & Blackwelder 1987). 
In general, the vortices are developed in varicose and sinuous modes which are responsible for the 
development of hairpin (arch-like) vortices and meandering spanwise motion of the vortices, 
respectively (Swearingen & Blackwelder 1987). The non-linear development of vortices distorts 
the flow field so that the streamwise velocity becomes a function of both the wall-normal and the 
spanwise coordinates. An inviscid shear-layer instability is imposed at the inflection points of 
velocity profiles. This shear-layer instability rapidly intensifies the secondary instability 
oscillations initiating the breakdown to turbulence (Benmalek & Saric 1994). As the streamwise 
velocity component is dominant in the boundary layers including the longitudinal streamwise 
vortices the vortices are detected by the mushroom-like structures on iso-velocity contours (Sabry 
& Liu 1991). 
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Two different categories of secondary instability may appear after the development of primary 
instability. These two categories are characterized by the sinuous transverse oscillation of the low 
momentum fluid region (Swearingen & Blackwelder 1987) and the varicose oscillation resulting 
in the formation of horseshoe vortices propagating downstream (Ito 1985; Aihara et al. 1985; 
Aihara & Koyama 1981), respectively. The varicose mode is attributed to Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instability introduced by inflectional normal-wall profiles of streamwise velocity while the 
inflectional spanwise profiles are stated as the reason for the sinuous mode. In an experiment 
conducted by Bakchinov et al. (1995) on the transitional boundary layer with introduced 
streamwise vortices, it was observed that the secondary instability happens in varicose mode at the 
beginning. However, some numerical works indicate that the secondary instability appears in 
sinuous mode (Yu & Liu 1994; Bottaro et al. 1996; Liu & Domaradzki 1993). The varicose mode 
of secondary instability is irregularly formed as small horseshoe vortex between adjacent vortices 
propagating in the streamwise direction. As the vortices are developed downstream, the varicose 
mode is periodically substituted by the sinuous mode in the form of unsteady meandering vortices. 
Bakchinov et al. (1995) showed that the unsteady meandering vortices are connected to the 
inflection points of profiles producing velocity fluctuations. Further downstream, some modes 
become unstable while the most unstable frequency occurs due to a spanwise shear increase. The 
varicose mode may dominate the flow field when the spanwise wave number becomes adequately 
large because of the increase of vertical shear about to the mushroom head (Bottaro et al. 1996). It 
has been shown that the domination of the varicose (even) and sinuous (odd) modes is affected by 
the wavelength of the vortices (Li & Malik 1995). For the case of vortices with short wavelengths, 
the vortices grow quicker and then the sinuous mode of secondary instability appears at the 
locations where the amplitude of the vortices is about 20% of free-stream velocity while the 
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varicose mode becomes unstable further downstream. For vortices with moderate wavelengths, the 
sinuous mode becomes unstable. Accordingly, the varicose mode becomes dominant further 
downstream. For the long wavelength cases, the sinuous mode at first grows quicker than the 
varicose mode. However, the varicose mode starts to dominate before the significant growth rate 
of sinuous mode. The early domination of the sinuous mode over the varicose mode is not strong. 
Hence, the varicose mode will probably become unstable earlier if fluid viscosity can stabilize 
both instability modes (Li & Malik 1995).  
The experimental study carried out by Swearingen and Blackwelder (1987) showed the 
contribution of both types of secondary instability in the vortices breakdown prior to turbulence. 
In another study, it was observed that the primary perturbation exponentially grows with no effect 
of the secondary instability and then propagate downstream with a smaller growth rate till reaching 
a maximum value. After that the perturbation drops to a lower level (Matsubara & Alfredsson 
1998). A series of experiments on streamwise vortices artificially generated by several uniform 
suction upstream a curved channel showed that a secondary instability (in Dean vortices type) was 
formed above primary instability, propagated as waves and then localized between a pair of 
vortices (Matsson & Alfredsson 1992). Later, it was presented that the streamwise velocity 
fluctuations were in a better agreement with the shear distribution compared with the velocity 
gradients in the wall-normal or spanwise directions (Matsson 1995). It was also found that the 
root-mean-square of the streamwise component of velocity occurs at around 95 Hz at streamwise 
locations near the beginning of curvature. 
The mechanism by which instabilities like Görtler instability determines the vortex wavelength 
is not well understood. For the case of Görtler instability, the mechanism is attributed to the local 
streamline curvature due to the existence of a strong connection between the approaching 
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disturbances and the vortices wavelength  (Floryan 1991). A simple approach to estimate the 
wavelength of vortices is to assume that the vortices appear if they have the maximum 
amplification. In this approach, the non-dimensional wavelength parameter Λ is defined as: 
Λ = (𝜕𝜕∞𝜆𝜆/𝜐𝜐)�𝜆𝜆/𝑅𝑅     (1.2) 
where λ is the most amplified Görtler vortex wavelength, Λ is representative of a group of curves 
which cross the Görtler vortex stability diagram of Smith (1955), as shown in Figure 1.5, where 
Gθ is the Görtler number, αθ is the non-dimensional wavenumber and α = 2π/λ. The finding of 
some researchers show that the most amplified wavelengths belong to Λ = 210 to 270 (Luchini & 
Bottaro 1998; Floryan 1991; Smith 1955; Meksyn 1950). Kottke (1988) produced vortices with 
pre-determined wavelength introduced by a wire grid prior to a concave surface. He found the 
optimum upstream location of the grid to select Görtler vortex wavelength through setting the grid 
spacing to gain the anticipated wavelength. In another method Mattson (1995) also used small 
holes placed at some channel widths from the beginning of the curvature to generate the 
streamwise vortices with fixed wavelength in the study of the flow over a curved surface. Using 
this method, he managed to observe the horseshoe vortices. The observed vortices had a 
streamwise wavelength with the same order as the introduced spanwise wavelength. Another 
alternative to arrange the wavelength of the streamwise vortices is to use a series of thin wires 
placed perpendicular to and prior to the leading edge of the surface (Peerhossaini & Bahri 1998b; 
Ajakh et al. 1999; Toé et al. 2002; Mitsudharmadi et al. 2004). The wavelength of the pre-set 
vortices by this method is very comparable to the spacing of the neighboring perpendicular wires. 
In fact, the wake-like flow field behind each wire induces a pair of streamwise counter-rotating 
vortices farther downstream (Ajakh et al. 1999). As the Von Kárman vortex streets created after 
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in the wake of the wires do not enter the boundary layer flow, the vortices are not triggered in the 
boundary layer.  
The boundary layer instability produced by perturbations causing the streamwise vortices to 
become wavy was numerically examined by  Finlay et al. (1988) and Finlay (1990). In another 
numerical study, spatially developing non-linear Dean and Görtler vortices were investigated by 
Guo and Finlay (1994). They explained the irregularities related to vortex structures and the wave 
number selection mechanism. They deduced that spatial development of Dean and Görtler vortices 
are the most unstable to spanwise perturbations with a wavelength twice or 3/2 times that of the 
dominant one (Guo and Finlay, 1994). The non-linear growth of the most unstable spanwise 
disturbances leads to the generation a small vortex pair in between two pairs of Dean vortices with 
small wave numbers (long wavelength vortices). However, two pairs of vortices develop into one 
pair for large wave numbers (short wavelength vortices). These phenomena are observed by 
irregular and distorted vortex structures for the Görtler vortices. It could be because of the presence 
of the Eckhaus instability (Guo and Finlay, 1994). It can be implied that the initial disturbances 
affect the beginning and development of Görtler instability. Therefore, there is no natural 
wavelength selection mechanism and the wavelength of the vortices is introduced by the 
experimental facilities on the entering flow (Kottke 1988). In fact, the only wavelength mechanism 
selection is a competition between disturbance with different amplification rates (Swearingen & 
Blackwelder 1987).  
To introduce pre-set streamwise counter-rotating vortices in a universal manner, except for 
using perturbation devices such as thin wire (Toé et al. 2002; Peerhossaini & Bahri 1998a; Ajakh 
et al. 1999) and roughness (Denier et al. 1991), using a leading edge pattern can be another 
approach (Nishilawa et al. 2007; Hasheminejad et al. 2014; Hasheminejad et al. 2016). This 
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approach is in fact inspired by nature where the observations of humpback whales showed that this 
animal is agiler in pursuing their prey compared to the other whales. The preliminary investigation 
revealed that the leading edge protrusions of humpback whales flippers are the distinctive feature 
of this species (Fish & Battle 1995; Fish et al. 2011). The morphological reports on the flipper 
tubercle of the humpback whale were an important finding which led to doing several research 
studies on the aerodynamic effects of leading edge pattern. In one of the earliest studies, Watts and 
Fish (Watts & Fish 2001) examined the aerodynamics performance of the leading edge tubercles 
of humpback whale flippers by developing a 3-D panel method to evaluate the forces acting on a 
finite tapered wing of aspect ratio 2.04. The airfoil profile was NACA 634-021 which is wvery 
similar to the flipper cross section of the humpback whale. They reported a notable increase in lift 
and a reduction in drag for the finite wing of aspect ratio 2.04. They did not present any assessment 
on stall behavior or viscous drag due to the restriction of their method. Paterson et al (2003) 
performed numerical simulation on NACA 63-021 airfoil in the presence of tubercles and 
compared with the results of a simple airfoil. Using unsteady Reynolds- Averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations, they showed how the leading edge pattern, or the leading edge tubercles, change the 
flow separation behavior and the surface pressure. The earliest experimental study was conducted 
by (Miklosovic et al. 2004) on the effect of the large tubercles observed on the leading edge of the 
humpback whale flippers for a NACA 0020 base airfoil (Figure 1.6). The results attained for 
Reynolds number of 5.1 x 105 showed a 40% increase in stall angle, 6% increase in maximum lift 
coefficient and a drag reduction by as much as 32% beyond the range of 10.3°< α< 11.8° where α 
is the angle attack. At lower Reynolds numbers, 135000 < Re< 555000, the results revealed that 
there is a negligible dependence of lift and drag coefficients on Reynolds number. They also 
showed that the tubercles cause a gradual drop in lift coefficient during the stall instead of sudden 
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drop. Stein and Murray (2005) examined a 2-D airfoil with the same amplitude and wavelength as 
the humpback whale flipper. Unlike previous research, they reported a considerable loss of lift and 
an increase in drag for a specific range of angles of attack. This discrepancy arises from this fact 
that the spanwise flow, available over the finite airfoils or wing models in the earlier works, may 
be affected by the leading edge tubercles. In another work, Johari et al. (2007) experimentally 
investigated the role of sinusoidal patterns on the leading edge of a two-dimensional airfoil with 
the same profile as that used in Watts & Fish (2001). The experiments were carried out at Reynolds 
number of 1.83 × 105. Different amplitudes and wavelengths were chosen from the morphological 
findings of the humpback whale flippers. They reported that the presence of leading edge patterns 
causes an increase in drag and a reduction in the lift coefficient for the angles of attack less than 
the stall angle of the unmodified airfoil. On the contrary, the lift rises as the angle of attack exceeds 
the stall angle of unmodified airfoil while drag remains unchanged.  
Amplitude and wavelength of the leading edge patterns are crucial parameters on an airfoil 
performance. Among these two pattern variables, the amplitude of the patterns has a more 
noticeable effect on the airfoil performance than the wavelength (Johari et al. 2007). As shown in 
Figure 1.7,  that a decrease in the amplitude of the tubercles increases maximum lift coefficient 
and stall angle at the pre-stall region, however, the opposite are observed for post-stall angles, with 
an increase in tubercle amplitude being more favorable (Hansen et al. 2011). On the other hand, 
decreased wavelength caused the aerodynamic performance to increase (Kouh et al. 2011). Using 
serrations as a leading edge pattern on a flat plate also show the same results (Cranston et al. 2012). 
In fact, the small serrations have a great rise in lift coefficient. In contrast, the large serrations show 
a reduction in lift. Regarding the fact that the leading edge pattern has a promising effect of 
suppressing tonal noise, the wavelength and amplitude of the patterns play a substantial role. The 
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leading edge patterns with large amplitude and small wavelength more efficiently reduce the tonal 
noise of an airfoil (Hansen et al. 2012). 
A few investigations illustrated that the boundary layer downstream of troughs is more 
vulnerable for separation (Johari et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2011) because of the fact that pressure 
difference downstream of both trough and peak is the same and an adverse pressure gradient takes 
place to overcome the pressure difference in a shorter distance (Van Nierop et al. 2008). In fact, 
Van Nierop et al (2008) explained how this fact causes a larger adverse pressure gradient to happen 
and hence the vulnerability to separation increases. They also showed that behind a peak of the 
leading edge pattern a pressure rise appears on the suction surface which is led to a local reduction 
in adverse pressure gradient and increase in stream wise velocity. Pedro and Kobayashi (2008) 
numerically modeled the same case that was experimentally tested by using DES model. They 
reported good agreement between experimental and numerical results. The CFD results showed 
that vortices reenergizes the boundary layer by conveying high- momentum flow close to the 
surface. In addition, the vortices improve the aerodynamic performance through keeping the 
leading edge separation in tip region. They could simulate a pair of separated counter- rotating 
vortices for each trough. Formation of these vortices originates from flow strike to the surface 
obliquely and flow is then sheared to center of trough and vortices are generated and convicted 
along the stream. 
 Another explanation of the different location for the separated flow is the appearance of 
counter-rotating streamwise vortices generated by leading edge patterns (Figure 1.8). The counter-
rotating streamwise vortices transfer the high-momentum flow to the surface, re-energize the 
boundary layer flow and prevent the flow separation that is beneficial to the performance of the 
two-dimensional airfoil post-stall (Rostamzadeh et al. 2014). It is postulated that the streamwise 
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vortices are formed due to skew-induced mechanisms which may be identified as Prandtl’s 
secondary flow of the first type in some literature (Rostamzadeh et al. 2014; Bradshaw 1987). In 
other words, the free-stream flow obliquely striking the trough surface is sheared to the trough 
center resulting in the appearance of the streamwise vortices.  Zhang et al (Zhang et al. 2013) also 
examined the effect of a sinusoidal leading edge pattern on aerodynamic characteristics of an 
airfoil during forward flapping and gliding flight. It was revealed that the leading edge patterns 
have potential benefits for a flapping flight as well as a gliding flight.  
Recently, Hansen et al. (2016) have shown using sinusoidal modifications to the leading edge 
an airfoil improves aerodynamic performance under specific flow conditions. They experimentally 
and numerically investigated the role of the streamwise vortices by the leading edge variation on 
the improvement of the momentum exchange in the boundary layer at a low Reynolds number of 
Re=2230. Measuring averaged and time-dependent flow patterns, they gained vortex strength 
through the vorticity and circulation. It was shown that surface flux of vorticity significant 
increases about the leading edge due to the presence of strong pressure gradients. They attributed 
the generation of streamwise counter-rotating vortex pair between the peaks of the patterns to the 
development of these vorticities that are three-dimensionally stretched, tilted and then diffused. 
They concluded that the vortices slightly improve the performance an airfoil using leding edge 
wavy pattern compared to that of an unmodified airfoil. 
 
1.3. Applications of Leading Edge Tubercles  
There are numerous industrial applications which can make use of the leading edge pattern. A 
few the available and possible applications of are presented in this section. The leading edge 
tubercles, for example, can be used on rudders to enhance, or at least to keep lift at high angles of 
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attack. It helps have a greater control during turning compared to a rudder with a smooth leading 
edge (Weber et al. 2010).  
Aircraft and helicopter rotor blades are a high-potential target market of tubercle technology, 
as it can improve the aerodynamic performance of airplane operating at high angles of attack or at 
the overloaded situation (Erickson 1995). For conventional aircrafts, this technology can also be 
replaced with boundary layer control devices including flaps and slots to prevent a stall in flight 
conditions involved with high angles of attack like take-off and landing. Furthermore, this 
replacement makes aircraft lighter and more fuel-efficient. Figure 1.9 displays a model of probable 
future commercial jets utilized by tubercles technology instead of boundary layer control devices 
(Fish et al. 2011). 
The tubercles technology has currently been recognized as an effective approach in the wind 
and tidal turbines to enhance power generation (Murray M  Fredriksson D 2010; Muller 2008). 
For instance, Whale Power Corporation released a 35 kW wind turbine with retrofitted blades with 
tubercles (Figure 1.10). Field trails run confirmed that the new design really produces much 
amount of electricity at moderate wind speeds than conventional designs does (Wind Energy 
Institute of Canada 2008). 
In another case, Envira-North Systems Ltd. produces an industrial High-Volume, Low-Speed 
(HVLS) model leading-edge protuberances on fan blades (Figure 1.11). This Canadian company 
claims that the new HVLS model has an improved efficiency, and a reduced electricity 
consumption and noise (Ontario Power Authority 2010). 
 
1.4. Motivation for the Present Study 
Vortices generated by leading edge patterns in boundary layer enhance the mass, momentum, 
and heat transfer rate. Such vortices may have a great contribution in a transition scenario. 
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Employing leading edge patterns is also desirable in many engineering applications particularly in 
those dealing with airfoils is favorable due to the performance improvement. 
Available literature shows that most studies have been focused on the effect of the leading edge 
patterns, tubercle leading edge in particular, on airfoil characteristics. No document is yet available 
on the development and breakdown of counter-rotating streamwise vortices generated by leading 
edge patterns. The vortex structure and the behavior of boundary layer have not been well studied. 
The lack of information on this area causes a motivation to perform fundamental studies on the 
boundary layer affected by leading edge patterns to clarify how the streamwise vortices develop 
and break down prior to turbulence. 
 
1.5. Objectives and Scopes 
To understand the boundary flow structure is the main objective of the present work. For this 
purpose, several qualitative and quantitative experiments will be carried out to examine the role of 
the leading edge patterns on a flat plate boundary layer under zero pressure gradient condition. 
The geometrical specifications including shape, amplitude and wavelength of the leading edge 
pattern which are influential parameters on receptivity, transition process, instability and flow 
structures of boundary layer will be investigated as well. As the first step, smoke-flow 
visualizations will be carried out to analyze the development of the streamwise counter-rotating 
vortices in the boundary layer. Then, the mean and fluctuating velocities are measured by a single 
hot-wire anemometer probe to obtain quantitative details of the behavior of the boundary layer and 
the development of counter-rotating streamwise vortices.  
Additionally, a series of experimental works including smoke-wire and force balance tests will 
be carried out, concentrating on the application of wavy patterns on airfoil leading edge and 
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surface, separately. The subjective of the study is to compare the effect of such patterns on the 
aerodynamic performance.  
 
1.6. Organization of Report 
The report consists of 5 chapters. The background, literature review, motivation, objectives, 
and scopes of the study are presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 describes the experimental apparatus 
and measurement procedures. Chapter 3 presents the qualitative and quantitative results of the flat 
plate using leading edge patterns and a discussion on the development of counter-rotating 
streamwise vortices and behavior of the boundary layer. Effect of the influential parameters such 
as shape, amplitude and wavelength of the leading edge patterns are also presented in Chapter 3. 
The extensive discussion on the experimental results of the airfoils with a leading edge pattern and 
with surface waviness is presented in Chapter 4. Finally, the conclusions are drawn from this work 








The details of the experimental set-up, instrumentation and procedures are described in this 
Chapter. As there are three different types of experiments performed in this work, the experimental 
details for each type of experiment are presented separately in different sections. This section is 
followed by the experimental details of the qualitative (smoke-wire flow visualization method) 
and then quantitative (hot-wire anemometry measurement) experiments on a flat plate with leading 
edge patterns. The experimental details of the test carried out on wavy airfoils (including wavy 
surface, wavy leading edge, and trailing edge) are presented in the last section.  
 
2.1.  Qualitative Experiment on Flat Plate 
2.1.1.  Experimental Set-up 
The experiments were performed in a small open-circuit, low speed, and blow down type wind 
tunnel having a contraction of 9.8:1, as shown in Figure 2.1, at Temasek Laboratories, National 
University of Singapore. Its contraction chamber is followed by a straight test section with a 
rectangular cross-section of 160 mm x 160 mm. The wind tunnel has a maximum speed of 35 m/s 
with free-stream turbulence intensity level of less than 0.25%. A micromanometer was used to 
pre- calibrate the flow speed before the experiment. 
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Five test flat plates made of plexiglass were employed in this part of the present study. All 
plates have the same dimensions of 3 mm thickness, 158mm width (spanwise direction) and 
660mm length (streamwise direction). Since the plate span is as wide as the test section span, the 
model can be considered as a two-dimensional model. Three out of five plates have a triangular 
leading edge pattern (Figure 2.2 (a)) and the rest have semi- circular and notched pattern (Figure 
2.2 (b) and (c)) which each pattern consists of six side-by-side troughs with identical wavelength 
and amplitude of λ = 15mm and A = λ/2 = 7.5mm, respectively.  
Two out of three plates with a triangular pattern on the leading edge have one spanwise array of 
0.2λ (= 3mm) diameter holes drilled at the streamwise location of x/λ = 2 but at a specified 
spanwise location to investigate their effect on counter-rotating streamwise vortices produced by 
such leading edge patterns. The holes are placed downstream of troughs of the leading edge pattern 
for one plate while downstream of the peaks is the location of the holes for another plate. From 
now on, the former plate is called “plate A” while the latter one is called “plate B” (Figure 2.3). 
The third plate having no hole will be identified as “reference plate”. To have a smooth surface 
and to diminish the reflection for the flow visualization, all plates were covered by a black matt 
film.  
 
2.1.2.  Flow Visualization Techniques 
To visualize the vortices over the plates, a smoke-wire visualization aided by a green light laser 
source were used. The smoke-wire apparatus consists of a Nickel- Chromium wire diameter of 
0.193 mm , as recommended by Mahmood ( 2011) , a pressurized container holding paraffin oil 
mounted on the top of the test section and a manual traversing mechanism. In practice, the oil 
container was fixed on the traversing mechanism movable in two axes. The mechanism was used 
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to adjust the position of the wire with respect to the leading edge in order to attain a clear 
visualization of the vortex structure. Crossing down the test section, a small weight was tied at the 
end of the wire to make it straight. A DC power supply was connected to the ends of the wire to 
heat up the wire and generate smoke. The smoke in the boundary layer was illuminated by a green 
laser light sheet of 532 nm wavelength. The test models were placed in the middle of the wind 
tunnel test section. To record the flow field, a camera was positioned at a distance from the tunnel 
outlet. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic sketch of the wind tunnel indicating the position and 
orientation of the test model, camera, and smoke visualization apparatus. The flow velocity must 
be kept above 1 m/s to avoid buoyancy effect due to the density difference of air and smoke. Since 
Reynolds number base the wire diameter (ReD) is 50 for a flow velocity of 4 m/s, the experiments 
must be carried out at a velocity lower than 4 m/s to avoid the development of Von Karman vortex 
street behind the wire. 
The surface mass transfer is another technique used in this study as a surface flow visualization. 
The surface is coated with a layer of material which is the solution of dense naphthalene and 
acetone in this work. In this technique known as naphthalene sublimation technique, the 
naphthalene is sublimed due to exposure to the air flow. As the rate of sublimation is proportional 
to the flow speed, one can realize the areas with higher mass transfer rate or higher near- wall 
velocity (Merzkirch 2012). 
 
2.2.  Quantitative Experiment on Flat Plate 
2.2.1.  Experimental Set-up 
The experiments were performed via an open loop, blow-down type, low-speed wind tunnel 
having a rectangular test section made of plexiglass with a cross-section of 150 mm×600 mm at 
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the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, National University of 
Singapore. The schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 2.5. The wind tunnel 
consists of a fan at the upstream end, a honeycomb and five rectangular mesh screens (with the 
coarser mesh size located upstream) in the settling chamber to control the flow quality. The fine 
meshes provide uniform airflow in the test section with a free-stream turbulence level of about 
0.35% for the free stream velocity ranging from 1 to 9 m/s. At the end of the settling chamber and 
prior to the test section, a two-dimensional contraction chamber with contraction ratio of 4:1 
followed by a straight channel of 150 mm length are used. The 300 mm long contraction section 
indeed converts the cross section of 600mm×600mm to 150 mm×600 mm.  
A flat plate is placed inside the test section at a distance 50mm from the bottom and 100mm 
from the top surfaces of the channel. The flat plate is made of plexiglass of 2000 mm length, 600 
mm width, and 3 mm thickness. The plate is inserted into the slots at the side wall of the test section 
and supported by longitudinal ribs of 1 mm thick from the bottom side attached to the main plate 
to keep the flat plate straight. The leading edge of the plate was sharpened with the angle of 20° to 
avoid bubble separation. A rectangle of 150 mm ×240 mm is cut out from the flat surface to be 
filled by the test plate with the leading edge pattern, as shown in Figure 2.6. Both the surrounding 
and the test plate have the same thickness and the leading edge slope. To investigate the effect of 
different leading edge pattern and their geometrical parameters on the boundary layer flow a 
sinusoidal, triangular and notched leading edges were considered in this work. Each pattern 
consists of eight cycles defined by wavelength (λ) and amplitude (A) for which λ = 15mm and A 
= 7.5mm. For the reference models. In the case of the notched leading edge, each notch is 1 mm 
wide. Moreover, a combination of different wavelengths and amplitudes were examined to how 
they affect the boundary layer flow structure. Table 2.1 indicates the test matrix including the 
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dimensions and the adopted terminology. The experiments were conducted at the free-stream 
velocity of 3 m/s for all configurations in Table 2.1. The test parameters and conditions are also 
represented in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.1 Pattern configurations and adopted terminology 
Type of pattern Configuration A/ λ ratio Label 
Triangular pattern 
λ = 15mm A = 7.5mm 0.5 Tref - λ 15A7.5 
λ = 7.5mm A = 7.5mm 1 T - λ 7.5A7.5 
λ = 15mm A = 3.75mm 0.25 T - λ 15A3.75 
λ = 7.5mm A = 3.75mm 0.5 T - λ 7.5A3.75 
Sinusoidal pattern λ = 15mm A = 7.5mm 0.5 Sref - λ 15A7.5 
Notched pattern λ = 15mm A = 7.5mm 0.5 Nref - λ 15A7.5 
 
                Table 2.2 Test parameters and conditions for Hot-Wire measurment at U∞ = 3 m/s 
 
Streamwise distance  Reynolds number 
x Rex  
10 mm 2053 
20 mm 4106 
30 mm 6159 
40 mm 20533 
50 mm 10265 





The experiments including measurement and data acquisition were automatically done. The 
instruments and processes used in the present study are described in detail in the following. 
A single-normal (SN) hot-wire probe (Dantec 55P15) was used to measure the streamwise mean 
and fluctuating velocity component along a spanwise distance. The SN- probe with a special design 
for boundary layer measurement was employed for all cases to measure the instantaneous 
streamwise velocity of the boundary layer and particularly near the surface to avoid the disturbance 
of the probe body. The probe was operated in a Constant Temperature Anemometer (CTA) mode 
and was connected to a signal conditioner. 
The hot- wire probe - was mounted on a traversing mechanism next to a Pitot-static tube. Both 
of them were inserted into the test section trough a transversal opening at the top wall. The 
traversing mechanism was able to travel in spanwise (z) and normal (y) directions via two stepper 
motors controlling the movement with an accuracy of ± 0.01 mm. x is the streamwise direction 
and the origin of the coordinate system is in the middle of the leading edge pattern.  
Measurements were made at different streamwise locations in the y-z plane with the step size 
of either 1.0 mm or 0.5 mm along z- direction depending the shape and the wavelength of the 
leading edge. The step size along y- direction varies from 0.05 mm near the wall to 2 mm 
depending the probe type and distance of the probe from the surface. The data obtained from the 
measurements are then used to illustrate the vortex structure by plotting the contours of the 
streamwise velocity of the component. 
A Pitot-static tube was placed in the free-stream flow and traveled with the hot-wire probe 
during the spanwise measurement to monitor the local free-stream velocity. The Pitot- static tube 
was connected to a pressure transducer (Setra 235, 0-0.1 psi) that has been calibrated using a 
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micromanometer. The main purpose of the use of the pressure transducer was to calibrate the hot-
wire probe. To read the free-stream temperature, a T-type thermocouple coupled to Agilent 
34970A Data Acquisition was installed on the traversing mechanism carrying the hot-wire probe 
and Pitot-static tube. The temperature was collected to compensate the hot-wire voltage readings 
because of the ambient temperature variation during the hot-wire experiment including calibration 
and measurements. At the end of data acquisition for each y-z plane, the probe was set at the 
calibration place to re- check the calibration. If the drift was more than 3%, the data were rejected 
and the entire measurement including calibration and acquisition was repeated. 
For all cases, the analog signal was sampled at 6000 Hz for a duration of 21 seconds by the 
CTA and then dispatched to an analog filter unit to low-pass filter at 3000 Hz. The output signal, 
as well as the signal, sent off from the pressure transducer were directly sent to an analog- to- 
digital (A/D) data converter system. The system consists of two parts; DT740 screw terminal panel 
and a high-speed multifunction DT3016 board. The screw panel receives the data output from the 
pressure transducer and the analog filter while the A/D board installed in PC receives the data sent 
by the screw panel. The A/D board has the capability of a maximum sampling frequency of 250 
kHz and sending a digital signal with a maximum D/A throughput of 100 kHz. This feature was 
used to control the movement of stepper motors with the computer.  
Agilent VEE Pro software was employed for data collection, control of the measurement 
process including the movement of stepper motors, and the post-processing of experimental data 




2.2.3.   Experimental Procedures 
Prior to measurement and calibration, there needs to evaluate the response of the CTA. The 
most common approach is a square-wave test. Therefore, a square-wave was imposed at the probe 
to ensure that its response is greater than the sampling rate of the hot-wire signal that is 6000 Hz 
at the velocity in the experiments. Basically, the experiments include the measurement of mean 
and fluctuating streamwise velocities using SN-probe. The experimental procedures including the 
calibration and measurement setting are presented below in detail.  
 
2.2.3.1.  Calibration of Hot-Wire Anemometer 
Prior to the measurement at each streamwise location (x), the hot-wire anemometer was 
calibrated in an appropriate range of free-stream velocities. In this regard, a Pitot-static tube 
calibrated against a micromanometer was mounted close to the probe at the same streamwise 
location (x). Both the probe and the Pitot-static tube were positioned far enough from the plate 
surface to ensure that they are outside the boundary layer. The readings of dynamic pressure were 
sampled at 500 Hz for 21 seconds and then converted to analog signals by a pressure transducer 
connected to the Pitot-static tube. The output of the pressure transducer in DC voltage was then 
used to calculate the corresponding mean velocity of the airflow. In general, plotting the results 
against the CTA output provides a set of free-stream velocities (U∞) and DC voltages (E). The 
calibration is accomplished by correlating the free-stream velocities and DC voltages together via 
King’s law: 
2 0.45E AU B∞= +                                                       (2.1) 
where A and B are hot-wire calibration constants. Eq. (2.1) is modified into Eq (2.2) given 
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−
                                               (2.2) 
where 𝐴𝐴′and 𝐵𝐵′ are the temperature compensated calibration constants, 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 and 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 are the hot-
wire and ambient temperature, respectively. In the present study, E* instead of E sampled 
simultaneously at 6000 Hz was employed to find the calibration constants 𝐴𝐴′and 𝐵𝐵′ by linear 
regression. The calibration was re-done at the end of the experiment to compare with the initial 
calibration carried out at the beginning of the experiment. The uncertainties in the measurement 
of velocity using hot-wire anemometer was considered less than 3%. In other words, the data with 
drift exceeding ±3% were rejected and the experiment was repeated.  
 
2.2.3.2.  Measurement of Mean and Fluctuating Streamwise Velocities 
SN- probe was used to measure the mean and fluctuating streamwise velocities in the present 
study. The data were sampled at 6000 Hz for 21 seconds and then low-pass filtered at 3000 Hz. 
The collected data in DC voltage were subsequently converted into velocity data using the 
calibration points. Calibration was checked just after the end of the experiment and compared to 
that made at the beginning to ensure that the results are acceptable. The results of the drift within 
±3% were accepted and otherwise they were rejected and the experiment was repeated after re-
calibration of the hot-wire anemometry. The accepted data were reduced to mean velocity and 
turbulence intensity as follows. The instantaneous velocity Uˆ can be expressed as: 
Uˆ U u′= +                                                                (2.9) 
where U is the mean velocity and u′  is the fluctuating velocity. The mean velocity is calculated 
by time-averaging the sampled data as expressed below: 
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= = ⋅⋅⋅∑                                                   (2.10)  
where n is the total number of data samples at a given point over the sampling duration. The Tu 















                                                        (2.11)  
For every point of measurement, the above procedure was repeated to plot mean velocity 
distribution, turbulence intensity profile and their contours in y-z and x-z planes. The streamwise 
component of velocity was measured at several streamwise (x) locations in y-z plane by traversing 
step of 0.5- 1.0 mm and 1.0 mm along the normal (y)  and the spanwise (z) directions, respectively. 
The hot-wire anemometry traversing was confined to two middle troughs of the patterns 
corresponding pairs of vortices with a span of 30 mm.  
 
2.3.   Experiment on Airfoil with Leading Edge Pattern 
2.3.1. Experimental Set-up 
A series of experiments were conducted to investigate the application of wavy patterns on the 
airfoils and to compare their effects on their aerodynamic performance. These include force 
measurements to quantify the lift and drag of the wavy airfoils, and flow visualizations to study 
the flow structures over the wavy airfoils, including the vortices that were generated due to the 
wavy patterns. The experiments were performed in the same wind tunnel used for the smoke flow 
visualization experiment on the flat plate with leading edge patterns (see Section 2.1). Although 
the flow speed in the wind tunnel was pre-calibrated by a micro-manometer it was monitored and 
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recorded during the experiment using a digital manometer to check the accuracy and the future 
calculations. For this purpose, a Pitot-static tube system was utilized in which the Pitot-tube was 
placed in the settling chamber before the contraction zone of the wind tunnel while the static tube 
is fixed in the test section, 0.15m upstream of the airfoil model. The test Plexiglass section has a 
square cross section of 160mm×160mm and is 800 mm long. The test section consists of a window 
provided to handle the test models and also a circular rotation table to adjust the angle of attack α 
and the mounting of the load cell. The test section walls, except for one side wall, were covered 
by a black film to optimize the flow visualization recording. 
The experimental study was conducted for eight airfoil designs based on two symmetrical 
airfoil sections, NACA 0012 and NACA 0020. Six airfoils were modified with wavy patterns on 
the surface and the leading edge. The airfoils were designed with the same mean chord length c = 
48mm and span s = 159mm, to achieve an identical planform area of S = 7.632 x 10-3 m2. The span 
extends across the test section with a 1 mm gap to resemble a two-dimensional airfoil. The airfoil 
dimensions were also chosen so as to minimize the blockage effects. The maximum blockage for 
this experiment is 14.9% at the angle of attack of 30°. All models were fabricated using a 3-D 
printer and the material used was VeroWhitePlus FullCure835. The modified airfoils are 
categorized into three groups: Wavy-A, Wavy-B, and Wavy-C. The Wavy-A and Wavy-B airfoils 
were inspired by the numerical study of Lin et al. ( 2013) while the Wavy-C airfoils were based 
on the design of Kouh et al. (2011) and Hansen et al. (2011). 
Wavy-A comprised of two airfoils with sinusoidal wavy patterns introduced to the upper and 
lower surface; one with a cross-section based on NACA 0012 profile while the other on NACA 
0020 profile. The geometric pattern of this type is expressed by the following Equations: 
𝑥𝑥𝑧𝑧 = 𝑥𝑥 (2.16a) 
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= 0.6. The NACA 0012 wavy-A is depicted in Figure 2.7 (b) compared to the 
NACA0012 baseline (Figure 2.7 (a)).  
As shown in Figure 2.7 (c), Wavy-B has sinusoidal wavy patterns introduced to the leading 
edge, trailing edge, upper and lower surfaces of two airfoils with cross sections of NACA 0012 
and NACA 0020 profiles. The pattern geometry is defined by Equations 2.17: 
𝑥𝑥𝑧𝑧 = 𝑥𝑥[1 + 2 �𝑏𝑏𝑐𝑐� cos 2𝜋𝜋𝜕𝜕𝜆𝜆 ] − 𝑏𝑏 cos 2𝜋𝜋𝜕𝜕𝜆𝜆  (2.17a) 






The third group of the airfoils, Wavy-C, are two airfoils both based on the NACA 0020 profile. 
Both of them have a sinusoidal leading edge with identical wavelength λ = 20mm but different 
amplitudes a = 2.4mm (0.05c) and a = 4.8mm (0.1c). The geometry of this airfoil group can be 
seen in Figure 2.7(d).  
 
2.3.2. Force Measurement  
2.3.2.1. Instrumentation 
A Gamma load cell, ATI Industrial Automation’s Six-Axis Sensor with specifications provided 
in Table 2.3, was used to measure the drag and lift forces exerted on the airfoils. The load cell 
installed between a positioning stage at the bottom capable of pitching and horizontal traversing, 
and a positioning rotation stage on the top to adjust the angle of attack of the airfoil model. The 
airfoil model is attached to the load cell setup via a cylinder with a circular plate at the end which 
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is part of the wind tunnel wall. A small gap is provided at the junction of the assembly and test 
section to ensure that the assembly is free of contact with the wind tunnel wall. The entire load cell 
setup is shown in Figure2.8. 
                                       Table 2.3: Specification of Gamma load cell 
Calibration Fx, Fy Fz Tx,Ty Tz Fx,Fy Fz Tx,Ty Tz 
SI-65-5 65N 200N 5 Nm 5Nm 1/80N 1/40N 10/13333Nm 10/13333Nm 
 Sensing Ranges Resolution 
 
2.3.2.2.  Calibration and uncertainty analysis 
Although the load cell was factory calibrated with a file of the calibration data, it was calibrated 
prior to the measurement for each airfoil to verify the accuracy and reliability of the acquired data. 
The calibration was carried out for x-, y- and z-axis using mass samples. The calibration setup 
used for the calibration is shown in Figure 2.9. A combination of 6 weight samples were used for 
the calibrations such that the produced force is in the sensing range of the load cell introduced in 
Table 2.3. The calibration began by reading the data at zero force condition while no weight sample 
was connected to the load cell. The weight samples were slowly placed on hanger to apply load 
and the readings were taken after a settling time. At the end of the calibration, a linear regression 
was done to derive the calibration coefficients. A comparison between the load cell measurement 
using the factory calibrated data and the recorded weights, given in Tables 2.4 to 2. 6, shows the 
overall error of less than 6% for all three axes within the sensing range of the load cell.  
Uncertainties in the velocity, lift coefficient, and drag coefficient were estimated by applying 
the uncertainty analysis technique presented by Coleman & Steele (2009). The uncertainty of the 




𝜕𝜕 = �𝐵𝐵2 + (𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣,95𝑃𝑃)2 (2.18) 
where U represents the overall uncertainty, B represents the bias uncertainty, P represents the 
precision uncertainty (the sample standard deviation) and tv,95 represents t-value for a %95 
confidence level. However, the uncertainty of the calculated values as a function of the measured 
values, R = R(x1, x2, …, xj), are estimated using the first-order terms of the Taylor series expansion 
of the function R. Equation 2.19 represents the uncertainty of the calculated values. 
𝜕𝜕𝑅𝑅 = ��𝜕𝜕𝑅𝑅𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥1 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥1�2 + � 𝜕𝜕𝑅𝑅𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥2 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥2�2 + ⋯+ �𝜕𝜕𝑅𝑅𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗�2 (2.19) 
The uncertainty of the upstream velocity which is used to calculate the lift and drag coefficients, 
is estimated through the uncertainty of pressure readings. The uncertainty in pressure readings 
because of the fluctuations in flow angle is about 1%. This uncertainty in measured pressure results 
in an uncertainty of 0.5% for freestream velocity.  
                          Table 2.4 : Calibration results for the x-axis of Gamma load cell 
 x-Axis 
Weights 1 % 2 % 3 % 
0.602 0.567 5.801 0.579 3.762 0.574 4.592 
1.130 1.073 5.007 1.069 5.393 1.071 5.192 
1.732 1.650 4.711 1.636 5.563 1.631 5.818 
2.260 2.135 5.511 2.139 5.338 2.147 5.019 
2.862 2.708 5.374 2.707 5.424 2.701 5.634 
 
                          Table 2.5 : Calibration results for the y-axis of Gamma load cell 
 y-Axis 
Weights 1 % 2 % 3 % 
0.602 -0.570 5.389 -0.565 6.066 -0.568 5.565 
1.130 -1.062 6.001 -1.063 5.957 -1.070 5.335 
1.732 -1.625 6.165 -1.634 5.681 -1.621 6.381 
2.260 -2.132 5.643 -2.128 5.837 -2.132 5.669 




                         Table 2.6 : Calibration results for the z-axis of Gamma load cell 
 z-Axis 
Weights 1 % 2 % 3 % 
0.104 -0.094 10.062 -0.099 5.216 -0.100 3.819 
0.126 -0.117 6.805 -0.118 6.602 -0.124 1.916 
0.288 -0.283 1.814 -0.273 5.251 -0.273 5.357 
0.602 -0.573 4.782 -0.584 2.949 -0.580 3.580 
0.710 -0.676 4.758 -0.674 5.082 -0.674 5.018 
1.390 -1.336 3.915 -1.359 2.214 -1.337 3.794 
 
Knowing the error sources and their values, it is possible to find the overall uncertainty in the 
force measurements at any angle of attack. However, the uncertainty in the lift and drag 





where U represents uncertainty, t is t-value for corresponding confidence level, σ is standard 
deviation and n is number of samples. The t-value of a 95% confidence level equals to 1.960 for 
the acquired data with sampling rate of 5 kHz in 10 seconds. In this regards, the overall uncertainty 
in Lift coefficient was estimated to be less than 5.6%. The uncertainties of drag coefficients are 
also estimated less than 3% that usually comes from accuracy of the data acquisition instruments 
and repeatability of the measurements. 
2.3.2.3.  Experimental Procedure 
The experiment was carried out over a range of angle of attack from 0° to 30°, as presented in 
Table 2.7,at three free-stream velocities of U∞ = 11.5 m/s, 15 m/s and 26 m/s which corresponds 
to Reynolds number of 35000, 46000 and 80000, respectively. The data collected with a sampling 
rate of 5000 Hz in 10 seconds.  
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         Table 2.7 Test parameters and conditions for aerodynamic force measurment at U∞ = 3 m/s 








The force measurements which include lift and drag, were acquired and tabulated by the ATI DAQ 
software provided. The average force of each set of readings was then converted to dimensionless 
coefficients using the free-stream dynamic pressure and the planform area of the airfoil. As the 
presence of the wind tunnel walls causes the velocity increase at the model the measured forces 
increases. In general, four phenomena occurs in a two-dimensional testing that their effects should 
be taken into account to correct the measured data (Barlow et al. 1999). 
• Buoyancy: The static pressure drops along the test section due to the growth of the boundary 
layer. This effect increases the drag force of the model. The buoyancy effect is usually 
insignificant even for airfoils which are tested in the constant-area test section. 
• Solid Blockage: The presence of the airfoils within the test sections decreases the effective 
area and therefore increases the velocity of air over the airfoil based on continuity and 
Bernoulli’s equation. At a given angle of attack, all aerodynamic forces exerted on the model 
increases due to the solid blockage effect. The solid blockage corrections is: 
𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏 = 𝐾𝐾1(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)𝐶𝐶3/2  (2.21) 




• Wake Blockage: Wake blockage is the second type of blockage which is caused by a lower 
velocity in the wake of the airfoil compared to the freestream velocity. The wake blockage 
correction is proportional to drag force exerted  on the airfoil and calculated by the following 
equation: 
𝜀𝜀𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏 = 𝑐𝑐/ℎ2  𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 (2.22) 
• Streamline Curvature: The presence of the test section walls alter the normal curvature of the 
freestream streamlines are altered and squeezed as the flow passes over an airfoil. It usually 
increases lift pitching moment about the quarter-chord point, and angle of attack while the drag 
force remains unchanged. The corrections are given below: 
 
Δ𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = 𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 (2.23) 
Δ𝛼𝛼𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐 = 57.32𝜋𝜋 �𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 + 4 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚,𝑐𝑐/4� (2.24) 
𝑡𝑡 = 𝜋𝜋248 � 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠�2 (2.25) 
The measured quantities need to be corrected are divided into two groups: stream and model 
quantities. The velocity at the model is the most important stream quantity. The measured velocity 
must be corrected by the proper corrections and then is used to obtain other stream quantities such 
as Reynolds number and dynamic pressure. The corrected velocity is given as: 
𝜕𝜕 = 𝜕𝜕𝑑𝑑(1 + 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏 + 𝜀𝜀𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏) (2.26) 
Lift, drag, and angle of attack are the model quantities which are corrected in 
nondimensionalized form as expressed below: 
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𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 = 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 1 − 𝑡𝑡(1 + 𝜀𝜀)2 (2.27) 
𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 = 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 1 − 𝜀𝜀𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏(1 + 𝜀𝜀)2 (2.28) 
𝛼𝛼 = 𝛼𝛼𝑑𝑑 − 57.3𝑡𝑡2𝜋𝜋 �𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 + 4 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚,𝑐𝑐/4� (2.29) 
The corrected lift and drag coefficients were plotted against the angle of attack α for every airfoil 
to compare the performance of the patterns.  
 
2.3.3. Flow Visualizations 
To find out the contribution of wavy patterns on the flow around the airfoils, a series of 
qualitative flow visualization experiments were carried out. The flow visualizations experiments 
were conducted using two methods: Helium bubble and smoke wire flow visualization. The details 
of these methods and the experimental procedure are given in the following. 
 
2.3.3.1.  Helium Bubble Flow Visualization  
To inject uniform sized neutrally-buoyant Helium bubbles inside the wind tunnel, a SAITM 
Helium Bubble Generator model 5 console, shown in Figure 2.10, was used in this experiment. 
The air and helium inputs and the toggle were set according to the factory recommendations to 
have uniform size of neutrally buoyant bubbles. The generated bubbles are injected with 
compressed air through the tubes implanted upstream of the test section in the settling chamber of 
the wind tunnel.  
Helium bubble flow visualization provides a useful picture of the flow pattern around the 
airfoils. To have a direct comparison of the flow visualization and the force measurement Helium 
bubble flow visualization was used at free-stream velocities of U∞ = 11.5m/s, 15m/s and 26m/s 
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which are the same to those used in the force measurements. To illuminate the helium bubbles a 
modulated arc lamp -SAITM Modulated Arc Lamp ALS-300/SW-positioned downstream of the 
wind tunnel. Using a digital camera which uses appropriately adjusted, the pathlines of the helium 
bubbles were captured. 
2.3.3.2.  Smoke-Wire Flow Visualization 
Besides the Helium bubble flow visualization, the smoke wire visualization was used to study 
the streamwise vortices that were generated by the wavy patterns and the protuberances. The free-
stream velocity of U∞ = 3m/s corresponding to a Reynolds number of 9000 was used due to the 
restrictions of smoke wire flow visualization at high velocities. Based on the experimental data, 
the smoke sheet generated is diffused before passing over the airfoil or Von Korman vortices 
induced by the wire adversely affect the quality of the flow visualization. The vortex structure and 
its formation mechanism are expected to be fundamentally the same to the force measurement 
experiments on airfoils conducted at higher Reynolds numbers. Such similarity between the flow 
structure and the measurement of different velocities is also reported by Erm (2003) who showed 
both surface pressure measurements and flow patterns are very comparable for Reynolds numbers 
varying by over an order of magnitude. Thompson (1990) found very small discrepancy in vortex 
flow patterns around an aircraft for Reynolds numbers ranging four orders of magnitude. Hansen 
et al. (2011) also used the results of hydrogen-bubble visualization performed in a water tunnel at 
Re=4370 and 5250 to interpret the force measurements of airfoils with leading edge protuberances 
at Re=120,000 in a wind tunnel. 
The experimental method and procedure used for airfoils are similar to the smoke-wire flow 
visualization experiment on the flat plate with the leading edge patterns explained in Section 2.1. 
For spanwise flow patterns over the entire surface, the smoke was illuminated by the modulated 
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arc lamp placed downstream of the test section, whereas, for visualizations of the cross sections of 
the stream-wise vortices, lasers sheet was shoilluminated at different distances from the leading 





EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE PATTERN ON FLAT 
PLATE BOUNDARY LAYER*  
 
Flow over a flat plate with “plain” leading edge will produce no streamwise counter-rotating 
vortices. However, by installing perturbation wires just before the leading edge of a concave 
surface may lead to the appearance of such vortices over concave surface boundary layer flow due 
to the amplification of centrifugal instability (Peerhossaini & Bahri 1998a; Mitsudharmadi et al. 
2004). However, the leading edge pattern method is more practical to generate streamwise counter-
rotating vortices (Hasheminejad et al. 2014; Budiman et al. 2014). In the first Section of this 
Chapter, a qualitative comparison of vortex structure generated by different patterns such as 
triangular, semi-circular and notched pattern, as described in 2.1 will be presented to show the 
impact of the pattern geometry on the vortex structure. Additionally, among the patterns, the 
triangular leading edge is selected to qualitatively investigate the effect of spanwise holes placed 
at specific positions on the vortex structure. In another Section of this Chapter, a series of 
measurements will be carried out to quantify the effect of the leading edge pattern on the boundary 
layer characteristics. 
 
3.1 Smoke Flow Visualization 
                                                 
* Parts of this Chapter has been published in Journal of Flow Control, Measurement & Visualization 
(Hasheminejad et al. 2014) and Journal of Visualization (Hasheminejad et al. 2016). 
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3.1.1 Geometrical Effect of the Triangular Pattern 
Flow visualization results were captured at some streamwise positions (x) from the flat plate 
leading edge at different velocities ranging from 1.5 to 3.75 m/s. For all patterns, the top views of 
the flat plate show oval regions after valleys (Figure 3.1). These regions are formed due to the fact 
that the plate thickness at valley is thicker than the leading edge. The combination of upwash flow 
with streamwise velocity gradient made by the leading edge patterns results in the appearance of 
a pair of counter-rotating vortices within the boundary layer. 
As schematically shown in Figure 3.2, the flow downstream of the troughs of the triangular 
pattern, containing low momentum fluid, moves upward, away from the surface until it encounters 
the higher momentum fluid in the freestream. The low momentum fluid is then deflected 
downward to the surface resulting in the engulfment of the high momentum fluid at the downwash 
region. The entrainment of the high momentum fluid into the boundary layer due to the formation 
of the streamwise vortices enhances mixing. The vortices further downstream are broken down to 
turbulence with no distinguishable vortex structure.  
For the plate leading edge with notches, the oval region is narrower resulted from the sudden 
change in the leading edge shape. Since the gap is narrow (of 1mm), the width of upwash flow 
does not spread as much as for the case of the other two leading edge patterns. Another difference 
is the occurrence of a few streaks appearing further downstream of the leading edge in the space 
between two main smoke streaks. As shown in Figure 3.1 (c), the new streaks are merged with the 
main smoke streaks further downstream.  
To investigate the vortex structures, the laser light sheet was illuminated normally to the surface 
at distance x = 10, 20, and 30mm from the leading edge. The effects of leading edge pattern on the 
vortex structures at x = 10mm and U∞ = 1.5m/s are shown in Figure 3.3. For all the leading edge 
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patterns, the visualization results show that pairs of counter-rotating vortices are formed in the 
laminar boundary layer and develop in the streamwise direction and then break down to turbulent 
flow. However, for the case of the notched leading edge, there is additional vortex in the spaces 
between the upwash regions. These additional vortices may be formed due to the relatively strong 
upwash flow caused by the abrupt change in the flow direction in a narrow span.  
The vortex structures at x = 30mm from leading edge are shown in Figure 3.4 for the same free 
stream velocity U∞ = 1.5m/s. The mushroom-like vortices clearly developed along the streamwise. 
However, since the flow becomes turbulence, the mushroom-like vortices are defused away. For 
the plate with the notched leading edge, the merging process of additional vortices and the main 
vortices is observed. 
To find out the effect of free stream velocity, the flow visualization experiment was repeated 
for the same sections with different velocities. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the results of the flow 
visualization for U∞ = 3.75m/s as the highest velocity in these series of experiments. 
As shown in Figure 3.5, at x = 10mm, the vortex outline of all cases are recognizable. Moreover, 
compared to the visualization results of lower velocities, the vortices are greater in size and the 
vortex structures is becoming unclear, yet, is not mixed up . This implies that the flow is still 
laminar but disturbed compared to that observed for U∞ = 1.5 m/s. From Figure 3.5 (c), it seems 
that the plate with semi-circle pattern is more prone to breakdown to turbulent. Further downstream 
at x = 30 mm, the vortex structures are diffused for all patterns indicating that the flow already 
become turbulence as shown in Figure 3.6. The visualization results show that the plate with 
triangular leading edge produces the largest vortices in size compared to the other patterns.  
As the vortices distort the velocity profile, the shear stresses are modified, hence, sublimation 
surface flow visualization method can be helpful to observe higher shear stress region on the plate. 
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In this method, Naphthalene-Acetone solution sprayed on the plate surface and will sublime faster 
in the region of high shear stress (Sui-han et al. 2010). In Figure 3.7 the regions of high shear 
stresses are indicated for all test cases. As can be seen, for all the leading edge patterns, the black 
zones show the naphthalene sublimation. The results indicate that downwash regions have the 
highest wall shear stress. For the notched leading edge, there are two black regions between every 
two notches confirming that there are high momentum streaks. 
 
3.1.2 Effect of Spanwise Holes  
To investigate the effect of the holes on the vortex structure and its development, a triangular 
leading edge which is the same as that in the previous section is used on two separate plates while 
the plates have some spanwise holes placed at a specific location as described in Section 2.1. The 
visualization experiments were carried out at a free-stream velocity of 3 m/s for the plates with 
holes (Plate A and B) as well as the plain plate which will be called as the reference plate from 
now on. Figure 3.8 shows the evolution of the spanwise distributed streamwise counter-rotating 
vortices at different streamwise locations of x = 10, 20 and 30mm. In fact, pairs of counter-rotating 
vortices appeared downstream of the trough pattern. At location x = 10mm as shown in Figure 
3.8(a), the structure of the vortices is clearly visible. As the vortices evolve downstream, the vortex 
structures become unclear (Figure 3.8b) and eventually they completely break down prior to 
turbulence (Figure 3.8c). 
The entire motion of the fluid is discernible in Figure 3.8(a) as a dome covering two roundish 
lobes split by a stem. This type of structure is then called as “mushroom-like” structure. The 
appearance of the stem and hat of the mushroom-like structure are indicative of the fluid moving 
away from (upwash) and returning back to (downwash) the wall, respectively.  
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When the fluid flow passes the reference plate, the introduced disturbances are exhibited in the 
form of mushroom-like structures. The vortices with the same wavelength as the leading edge 
pattern are diffused and breakdown into turbulence earlier than the Blasius flow. If the identical 
experimental conditions are applied to Plate A the same result is observed. As presented in Figure 
3.9 the visualization results for Plate A, obtained at the same locations as those shown in Figure 
3.8, reveal that the streamwise counter-rotating vortices are generated immediately after the trough 
and manifest themselves as mushroom-like structures. The clear mushroom-like structures shown 
in Figure 3.9a may indicate that the boundary layer is still laminar. As the growth of the 
disturbances become more prominent, the structure fades away further downstream and eventually 
breaks down into turbulence. The visualizations results presented in Figures. 3.8 and 3.9 show that 
the vortices are qualitatively alike at the same cross sections in many aspects such as its 
configuration, size, inner structure and the breakdown to turbulence location. Therefore, it can be 
inferred that placing holes at the upwash region (after the trough) does not significantly alter the 
vortices structure and their evolution. 
On the contrary, the findings for Plate B show that the holes downstream of the peaks can 
strikingly affect the vortex structure and its stability. Figure 3.10 displays the appearance and 
evolution of the vortices along the plate at locations of x = 20, 30, 100 and 250mm. Similar to the 
earlier plates, the mushroom-like vortices are generated after the trough but in a smaller size and 
grow upward while traveling in the streamwise direction. Unlike the visualization results presented 
in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, at x = 20mm the vortex structures remain clear (Figure 3.10(a)). As the 
vortices evolve further, the presence of the holes downstream of the peaks of the triangular pattern 
on plate B, causes the vortex structures to sustain until x = 250mm. As presented in Figure 3.10(c) 
and (d), the formation of mushroom lobes is evident prior to x = 250mm where the vortices reach 
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their maximum height and then extend further downstream while the growth of the mushroom-
like vortices is almost halted. It is also shown that the vortices structures are tilted to the left at x 
= 250mm (Figure 3.10(d)). The visualization results presented in Figure 3.10 could imply that the 
presence of the holes downstream of peaks, at downwash region, has a suction effect which draws 
the low momentum fluid towards the wall. As shown in Figure 3.11, the smoke streaks past over 
the pattern peaks are sucked into the holes. The suction at holes implies that the pressure at the top 
surface of the plate is higher than that on the other side. The pressure difference might be attributed 
to the tapered leading edge. In other words, holes decrease the boundary layer thickness and 
consequently stabilize the boundary layer (Becker & Jovanovic 2010). Furthermore, the fact that 
the vortex structures remain clear until the last section of visualization may also indicate that the 
presence of the holes downstream of the triangular pattern extends the laminar streamwise vortices 
which may be beneficial in some applications. The current study also shows that the breakdown 
of the vortices can be delayed by more than eight times longer than those of the reference plate 
and plate A. Since visualization results cannot give more information to understand better the 
phenomenon of the tilted vortices, a quantitative study will be carried out in the future.  
To show how the leading edge pattern affects the boundary layer, Table 3.1 is provided to 
compare the approximate vortex height h with the Blasius boundary layer thickness δ. As 
tabulated, the vortex heights are larger than the Blasius boundary layer thicknesses, as in the case 
of vortices produced by vortex generators. This implies that the boundary layer fluid is lifted at 
upwash region by the vortices and then entrained downward into the boundary layer. There are 
also other analogies between the leading edge patterns and the counter-rotating vortex generators. 
For example, both of them produce streamwise vortices which increase in size further downstream 
(Godard & Stanislas 2006).  
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Additionally, in the case of counter-rotating vortex generators, the low momentum region (or 
upwash region) occurs between device pairs while the high momentum region is in the symmetry 
plane of the device. Tubercles or pattern peaks are defined as the device for the case of the leading 
edge pattern (Hansen et al., 2011). Therefore, it can be concluded that each peak of the pattern acts 
as a counter-rotating vortex generator.  
 




Blasius boundary layer thickness 
(δ) 
Vortex height (h) 
Reference 
plate 
Plate A Plate B 
10 mm 1.10 mm 3.4 mm 2.9 mm ─ 
20 mm 1.56 mm 5.3 mm 4.6 mm 2.9 mm 
30 mm 1.91 mm 6.8 mm 5.7 mm 3.6 mm 
100 mm 3.49 mm ─ ─ 5.5 mm 






3.2 Flow Measurement 
As observed in the previous section, a leading edge pattern produces streamwise vortex pairs 
in the boundary layer of a flat plate. A counter-rotating vortex pair is developed immediately after 
the trough of the pattern and change the boundary layer structure compared to the Blasius boundary 
layer. The vortices disappear further downstream and eventually are broken down. To understand 
the vortex configuration and their behavior from the formation to breakdown, this work was 
conducted to measure instantaneous velocity using hot-wire anemometry. Firstly, the effect of the 
reference triangular pattern, known as Tref - λ15A7.5 for later use, with wavelength of 15mm and 
amplitude of 7.5mm on the boundary layer was tested and then compared with those of the 
reference sinusoidal pattern, Sref - λ 15A7.5, and the reference notched pattern, Nref - λ 15A7.5 
which have the same wavelength and amplitude. The wavelength and amplitude of the pattern are 
the geometrical parameters may affect the vortex characteristics. Thus, a series of experiments 
were carried out to shed some light on how these parameters may impact the vortex structure and 
its behavior. The results will be presented in this section. The necessary information on the features 
of the leading edge patterns and the manner of performing experiments were described in Section 
2.2. 
 
3.2.1  Triangular Leading Edge Pattern 
To realize the structure of the counter-rotating vortex pair induced by a leading edge pattern, a 
number of hot-wire measurements are conducted for the airflow of the free-stream velocity of 3 
m/s past over the flat plate with the leading edge pattern Tref - λ 15A7.5. The measurements cover 
a spanwise distance of two middle vortex pairs associated with two middle troughs of the pattern 
that is, 2λ = 30mm. The data are sampled in y-z plan at several streamwise (x) locations which 
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start from x = 10mm and end at x = 100mm with an increment of 1.0mm along the spanwise 
direction and 0.5-1.0 mm along the normal direction.  
 
3.2.1.1 Mean Velocity 
Figures 3.12 illustrates the contours of the normalized mean streamwise velocity (U/U∞) on y-
z plane at several streamwise locations downstream of the leading edge. The wavy contours in 
Figures 3.12 indicate emerging counter-rotating vortices after the leading edge conforming to the 
earlier flow visualization results. the appearance of the vortices at x = 10 mm from the leading 
edge (2.5 mm downstream of the pattern trough) indicates that the counter-rotating vortices are 
formed immediately after the pattern trough (Figure 3.12 (a)). The size of the vortices at x = 10 
mm reveals that the quick growth of the vortices at the beginning. The vortices which can also be 
called mushroom-like vortices grow along the streamwise direction as shown in Figure 3.12 (b)-
(d). In conjunction with the vortex growth, the high-shear region near the boundary layer and the 
inflection point move away the wall. Accordingly, the mushroom-like structure becomes weak and 
susceptible to free-stream flow. They start finally getting defused from x = 30mm and breakdown 
into turbulence due to the increase in mixing (Figure 3.12(e)-(i)). The results also imply that each 
pattern trough creates a symmetric counter-rotating vortex because of the fact that the center line 
of the vortex, the stem of the mushroom-like vortex, crosses the associated pattern trough. In fact, 
low momentum fluid at a trough moves upward and results in appearance of a low- speed region 
with thick boundary layer known as upwash. On the other hand, a downwash region takes place 
downstream of the pattern peaks which contains high momentum deflected toward the wall. This 
region is identified by thinner boundary layer as the consequence of the boundary layer thickening 
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at upwash. The thicker boundary layer at upwash is more vulnerable to inflectional point and 
eventually instability.  
The present results show that upwash region occurs at the space between the two peaks, that is, 
the upwash region is located at the space between two protuberances on the leading edge of airfoils 
(Hansen et al. 2011; Rostamzadeh et al. 2013; Rostamzadeh et al. 2014; Wei et al. 2015). Such 
flow structure also is observed when a series of spanwise roughness is placed on a flat plate. For 
example, a series of counter-rotating vortex generators cause an upwash region between the 
neighboring vortex generators (Godard & Stanislas 2006). Moreover, a long roughness array fixed 
at upstream of a flat plate causes an upwash move indicating low momentum region to appear 
between the roughness elements (Bakchinov et al. 1995). As suggested, the downwash flow at the 
edge of the roughness array and an upward flow in the region between them increase a spanwise 
modulation of streamwise velocity with the same period as the spacing between the elements. 
However, the spanwise flow ascending from the swept variation in the leading edge pattern 
produces a vortex rotating toward the peak in the vicinity and move along the swept edge to the 
trough. At the space between peaks, two vortices developed from the corresponding peak are 
converged to create a counter-rotating vortex pair. As the leading edge variation between the 
adjacent peaks is perfectly symmetric with respect to the trough-plane, the counter-rotating vortex 
pair propagates downstream in streamwise direction with a symmetric shape.  
As observed in Figure 3.12, a counter-rotating vortex pair appears after the pattern trough 
known “mushroom-like” structure as well. Such vortex structure is usually attributed to the 
presence of the non-linear behavior. It means that an inflection point emerges on the velocity 
profile in the boundary layer at the upwash region. The inflection point indicates a high shear layer 
formed near the edge of the boundary layer that is an indicative of the beginning of the secondary 
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instability (Inagaki & Aihara 1995). In most instability problems like Gortler instability, the 
beginning of the secondary instability is visualized by the appearance of horseshoe vortices which 
then propagate downstream while turning into the mushroom-like vortices. Plotting the non-
dimensional velocity profile (U/U∞) against non-dimensional coordinate normal to the wall 
/y U xη υ∞= , as shown in Figure 3.13, exposes that the inflection point on the velocity profile 
at upwash region. The appearance of the inflection point at the initial streamwise location x = 10 
mm implies that the observed counter-rotating vortices grow in a non-linear manner from the 
beginning of the appearance. For the streamwise locations close to the leading edge, there is an 
intense velocity gradient which is moderated further downstream. The inflection point disappears 
at location x = 100mm due to diffusion of the mushroom-like structure so that the velocity profile 
approaches the Blasius profile. In contrast to upwash region, as shown in Figure 3.13 (b), no 
inflection point are found on the velocity profiles at downwash region. The velocity profiles at 
downwash are fuller than those at upwash representing a higher momentum fluid flow. As can be 
seen in Figure 3.12 and 3.13, the streamwise velocity around the and between vortices exceeds the 
freestream velocity near the leading edge (x = 10-30mm). The accelerated flow might have 
happened due to the quick non-linear growth of the vortices and the entrainment of the high 
momentum fluid at downwash.  
Figure 3.14 shows the spanwise variation of the normalized mean velocity on y-z plane at 
different normal distances from the wall y/δ = 0.5 and 1, where δ is the Blasius boundary layer 
thickness, at some streamwise (x) locations. As can be seen, the fluid has lower momentum at 
upwash region than downwash region. Moreover, the momentum is distributed so that the high-
velocity region located at downwash becomes even. This phenomenon is also observed in the non-
linear growth region of the Gortler vortices where in addition to the flattened velocity distribution 
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segment, the low-velocity region is narrow and sharp (Aihara & Koyama 1981) that not seen in 
the present study. The variation becomes smooth as the vortices transfer further downstream and 
decay process is triggered. Figure 3.14 confirms that the counter-rotating vortices are formed and 
propagated downstream with the same wavelength as the leading edge pattern that is λ = 15mm. 
Despite the non-linear behavior of the vortices, no vortex merging is observed unlike the prediction 
of (Inagaki & Aihara 1995) which attribute the merging of the vortices to non-linear behavior of 
the vortices. The findings in this study are in agreement with Mitsudharmadi et al. (2004) on the 
non-linear region of forced wavelength Gortler vortices.  
 
3.2.1.2 Turbulence Intensity Profile 
Turbulence intensity profiles at the upwash and downwash regions are shown in Figure 3.15. 
There are two peaks on the profiles associated with the locations close to the leading edge while 
further downstream the number of the peaks reduced to a single one. The appearance of the second 
peak is attributed to the formation of the high shear layer close to the edge of the boundary layer 
(Inagaki & Aihara 1995; Mitsudharmadi et al. 2004). The second peak appears at the first location 
(x = 10mm) and as the vortices move downstream and breakdowns, it is diffused and then vanishes. 
The near wall turbulence becomes dominant after the decay of the second peak.  
In contrast to the upwash region, there is no more peak except the one corresponding the 
turbulence near the wall in the downwash region (Figure 3.15 (b)). It implies that there is no high 
shear layer formed in this region and thus the boundary layer is very stable due to the much thinner 
boundary layer thickness. As the upwash region is more susceptible to an instability, the transition 
takes place earlier in this region compared to the downwash region. 
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Plotting the rmsu′  normalized by the freestream velocity results in turbulence intensity contours 
shown in Figure 3.16 for some streamwise locations. The appearance of the maximum turbulence 
intensity around the low-velocity streaks suggests an association of the developing fluctuations 
with the upwash region. As shown in Figure 3.16 (a), a high turbulence intensity strip emerges 
around the low-speed streak in the upwash region at x = 10mm resulted from the high shear layer.  
This relatively narrow strip is broadened across the boundary layer while it becomes intensified 
further downstream (Figure 3.16 (b)-(e)). This behavior is halted as a result of the vortex 
breakdown after x = 30 and it is spread out in the boundary layer along with the decay process of 
the vortices (Figure 3.16 (f)-(g)). As shown in Figure 3.16 (g), the fluctuations spread-out in the 
boundary layer causes a layer of high turbulence intensity near the wall along the span, even in the 
downwash region. It has a considerably high amplitude in streamwise vortices though its small 
scale (Swearingen & Blackwelder 1987). 
 
3.2.1.3 Iso-Shear Contour 
In this part, shears along the spanwise (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  and across the boundary layer(𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) are 
plotted in Figures 3.17 and 3.18 respectively, based on the mean velocity data presented in Figure 
3.12. As shown in Figure 3.17, there is a concentration zone of spanwise shear (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) surrounding the low-speed streaks at the upwash regions due to the appearance of 
mushroom-like vortices. It can also be seen that the velocity gradient is alternately transformed 
from negative to positive value along the span. This inflection of velocity profiles is manifested 
due to the low speed streaks in the streamwise direction (Mitsudharmadi et al. 2004; Winoto et al. 
2005). The concentrated spanwise shear (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  is diffused as the vortices are propagated further 
downstream associated to vortex structure breakdown due to the enhanced mixing prior to 
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turbulence. As the sinuous is detected by the spanwise shear, It can be concluded that the unstable 
inflectional spanwise profile is a consequence of the appearance of such mode (Swearingen & 
Blackwelder 1987; Bakchinov et al. 1995; Andersson et al. 2001; Skote et al. 2002).  
Figure 3.18 shows the contour of the wall-normal shear (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) at different streamwise 
locations. As shown in Figures 3.18(a)-3.18(c), the development of the mushroom-like vortices is 
accompanied by negative values. The wall-normal distribution of streamwise velocity becomes 
inflectional at a wide zone below the mushroom hat (turn-over region). The strongest positive wall-
normal shear is detected near the wall at downwash region as the high speed region located 
downstream of the pattern peak where the boundary layer is thinner. However, the boundary layer 
is thicker at low-speed streak with smaller shear. In streamwise direction, the structure of the 
negative shear is initially diffused and then the mushroom-like structure becomes disorganized 
with the decay process due to the increased mixing. 
Comparing Figures 3.17(f) and 3.18(f) reveals that the spanwise shear is more dominant than 
the wall-normal shear since it is still detectable at the last station (x = 100mm) while the spanwise 
shear entirely disappears. As the sinuses and varicose instability mode are driven from (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) and (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕), respectively, it is deduced that the transition process in the present study 
is dominated by sinuous mode that further nonlinear development of the sinuous mode will lead 
to turbulent flow. 
 
3.2.2 Effect of Pattern Shape 
The effect of the pattern shape on the vortex structure and boundary layer characteristics is 
discussed in this section. In this regard, the sinusoidal (Sref - λ15A7.5) and notched (Nref - λ15A7.5) 
patterns with the similar wavelength and amplitude to Tref - λ15A7.5 were tested. The same 
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experimental procedure was carried out to collect the required data. The results and comparisons 
of the leading edge patterns are presented in the following. 
 
3.2.2.1 Mean Velocity 
To compare the effect of the pattern shape on the boundary layer mean flow, the contours of 
the normalized mean streamwise velocity (U/U∞) on y-z plane were plotted at several streamwise 
locations downstream of the leading edge. It can be seen in Figure 3.19 that the counter-rotating 
vortices appear after the troughs of the sinusoidal pattern, similar to those vortices observed with 
the triangular pattern but with smaller size. The smaller height and width of the vortices are 
indicative of a narrower low-speed streak and thus a weaker upwash region. The reason of size 
difference may lie in the fact that the leading edge is smoothly curvy. The mushroom-like structure 
becomes diffused from x = 30mm and breakdown into turbulence due to the increased (Figure 
3.19(d)-(f)). The sinusoidal leading edge pattern indeed creates an upwash region downstream of 
the trough containing the low momentum fluid which is moved upward and then deflector 
downward in a shorter distance of the wall comparing that observed for the triangular leading edge.  
The results for the notched leading edge (Figure 3.20) show that the boundary layer is exposed 
to two type of vortices; one downstream of the troughs and an additional vortex structure 
downstream of the peaks. They are in agreement with the qualitative results observed in the 
previous Chapter. The additional vortex structure created downstream of the peaks is smaller than 
the main vortices and diffuses earlier. The strong turn-over zone of the main vortices might cause 
such vortex structure leading to additional upwash region. However, the low-speed streaks at the 
upwash region of the main vortices are greater. It would be implied that notches on the leading 
edge produce a considerable upwash zone compared to the other leading edges. The appearance 
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of the additional vortices results in the increased boundary layer thickness along the span even 
downstream of the peaks. This phenomenon shows that boundary layer is susceptible to instability 
in the full span in comparison to the boundary layer of the triangular and sinusoidal leading edge 
that is vulnerable downstream of the troughs. 
To compare the effect of sinusoidal and notched leading edge pattern on the boundary layer 
flow field the non-dimensional velocity profile (U/U∞) was plotted against non-dimensional 
coordinate normal to the wall ( /y U xη υ∞= ), as shown in Figures 3.21 and 3.22. The inflection 
point on the velocity profile is clearly observed downstream of the troughs of both patterns, 
likewise of the triangular pattern, at the streamwise locations near the leading edge. The inflection 
points associated with the sinusoidal leading edge occur at a shorter wall-normal distance in 
comparison to the triangular and notched patterns. It is indicative of the fact that the uplifted flow 
in sinusoidal leading edge pattern can not penetrate as much as that in the other cases in the free-
stream flow due to the weaker upwash flow. The inflection point is faded out over the velocity 
profile further downstream as a result of the diffusion of the mushroom-like structure. The velocity 
profile trend at the downwash region for the sinusoidal pattern is comparable to that for the 
triangular pattern. It indeed approaches the Blasius boundary layer as the vortex structure is 
transferred downstream. Unlike the sinusoidal and triangular leading edge pattern, the velocity 
profile at the middle space of the adjacent notches shows an inflection point at x = 10mm and 
slightly at x = 20mm, as shown in Figure 3.22(b). It can be deduced that there is a vortex structure 
causing a rather high shear layer but it does not last as long as the vortex structure generated by 





3.2.2.2 Turbulence Intensity Profile 
Figures 3.23 and 3.24 show the turbulence intensity profiles at upwash and downwash regions 
for sinusoidal and notched leading edge patterns, respectively. Two peaks on the profiles 
associated with upwash regions of the streamwise locations near the leading edge are observed for 
both patterns, similar to those observed with the triangular leading edge. The second peak of the 
profiles disappears further downstream because of the decay process of the vortex structure. As 
shown in Figures 3.23 (a) and 3.24 (b), the high shear layer is formed near the boundary layer edge 
at about η = 10 and 10<η<20 for the sinusoidal and notched leading edge patterns, respectively. 
The near wall turbulence becomes dominant after the decay of the second peak. As shown in 
Figures 3.23 (a) and 3.24 (a), the highest value of the turbulence intensity belongs to the location 
x = 20mm for both patterns whereas it meets the maximum value at x = 30mm for the triangular 
leading edge. It can be concluded that the decay process of vortices for the triangular leading edge 
is triggered later compared to the other patterns.   
Except for the notched leading edge, only one peak is seen which is associated with the 
turbulence near the wall in the downwash region for the triangular and sinusoidal leading edge 
patterns (Figures 3.15(b) and 3.23 (b)). For the case of the notched pattern, there are still two peaks 
on the turbulence intensity profiles at x = 10mm and x = 20mm. This implies that the notched 
pattern, unlike the other patterns, is more susceptible to have unstable boundary layer due to a high 
shear layer which is in the entire span and thus transition may take place earlier comparing to the 
other patterns. 
Contours of the rmsu′  normalized by the freestream velocity presented in Figures 3.25 and 3.26 
show that a high turbulence intensity layer surrounds the low-speed streaks downstream of the 
troughs. For the case of the notched leading edge pattern, there is an additional high shear layer to 
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the wall downstream of the peaks of the pattern. Since the developing fluctuations forming the 
high shear layer are attributed to the presence of the upwash region, the additional layer confirms 
the appearance of another upwash region which is not as robust as the main ones.  
The high turbulence intensity region is divided into two segments: one moving away and the 
other one approaches the wall. The top one is diffused further downstream as a consequence of the 
vortex structure breakdown. The bottom segment remains near the wall but spreads along the span 
such that a layer of relatively high turbulence intensity is seen in Figure 3.25(f). This phenomenon 
confirms the appearance of the first peak of the turbulence intensity shown in Figures 3.23 and 
3.24. The results also show that the turbulence intensity for the notched leading edge is diffused 
earlier than the other patterns, maybe due to the more intensive mixing effect. 
 
3.2.2.3 Iso-Shear Contour 
Figures 3.27 and 3.28 show the contours of shears along the spanwise (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  at several 
streamwise locations for the sinusoidal and the notched patterns, respectively. As previously 
shown for triangular leading edge, there is a concentration zone of spanwise shear (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) for 
each low-speed streaks. Therefore, as shown in Figure 3.28, there is an additional comparatively 
small concentration zone for the notched pattern indicating the appearance of low-speed streak as 
discussed earlier. The concentration zone consists of the velocity gradient varying from negative 
to positive value along the span. The concentrated spanwise shear (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  is diffused further 
downstream because of the vortex structure breakdown. Comparison of Figures 3.27 (e-f) and 
3.28(e-f) reveals that the spanwise shear for the sinusoidal pattern, like triangular pattern, last 




The wall-normal shear (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) are displayed in Figures 3.29 and 3.30 at different streamwise 
locations of sinusoidal and notched leading edge patterns, respectively. For both cases, negative 
values are detected surrounded by lobes of the mushroom-like structure at location near the leading 
edge (Figures 3.29 (a-b) and 3.30 (a-b). The wall-normal shear distribution becomes inflectional 
below the mushroom hat such that the highest positive wall-normal shear is seen near the wall 
between the vortex structures that is the high speed region. Similar to the triangular leading edge, 
the mushroom-like structure becomes disorganized due to the increased mixing. 
 
3.2.3  Effect of Amplitude and Wavelength 
The amplitude and wavelength of the pattern have the effective role on the performance of the 
airfoils (Johari et al. 2007; Van Nierop et al. 2008; Hansen et al. 2011). To understand how these 
pattern parameters affect the vortex structure within the boundary layer three different triangular 
patterns were chosen to compare with Tref -λ15A7.5. The patterns are T–λ7.5A7.5, T – λ15A3.75, 
T – λ7.5A3.75 which their characteristics has been described in Chapter 2. The results obtained 
from the hotwire measurement with the similar procedure are explained in this section. Figures 
3.31 to 3.33 show the normalized mean streamwise velocity (U/U∞) at several streamwise 
locations for the triangular leading edge of T-λ7.5A7.5, T-λ7.5A3.75 and T-λ15A3.75, 
respectively. In a comparison with Figure 3.12, it can be seen that the number of the counter-
rotating vortices increases to four in the same span of the leading edge as the wavelength of 
patterns T-λ7.5A7.5 and T-λ7.5A3.75 (Figures 3.31 and3.32) become half of the reference 
triangular pattern Tref-λ15A7.5. It is crystal clear that the reason for the increase in the number of 
the vortices is the increase in the number of the troughs and thus upwash regions in the boundary 
layer. As a result, a reduction occurs in the spanwise size of the vortices while the height of the 
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vortices are almost as same as those appear for Tref-λ15A7.5. As shown in Figure 3.31, the 
development of the vortices for T-λ7.5A7.5 is similar to Tref-λ15A7.5. In other words, the 
mushroom-like vortices are developed along the plate until location x = 30 mm and then star to 
get diffused. For pattern T-λ15A3.75 and T-λ7.5A3.75, the vortices do not grow much and are 
diffused at x = 20mm which is earlier compared to Tref-λ15A7.5 due to the decrease in the pattern 
amplitude. It can be implied that the decrease of the pattern wavelength increase the number of 
vortices but is not effective on the stability of the vortices. While the pattern amplitude can 
considerably affect the stability such that the greater amplitude produces stronger upwash region 
and then more endurable vortices. It may also be the reason why the amplitude is more effective 
than wavelength on the aerodynamic performance of the airfoils with a leading edge pattern as 
reported by Johari et al. (2007). 
To investigate how the amplitude and wavelength change can affect the vortex structure and 
the boundary layer flow contours of the rmsu′  normalized by the freestream velocity plotted as 
shown in Figures 3.34 to 3.36. For all three patterns, the low-speed streak is surrounded by a high 
turbulence intensity layer indicating the presence of a high shear layer and development of 
fluctuations due to the occurrence of the upwash region. As can be seen in Figure 3.34, the high-
intensity layer appear at locations near the leading edge. As the vortices are propagated 
downstream, it is split into two parts. The parts beside the stem of the mushroom-like vortex move 
toward the wall whilst the part at the head of the mushroom moves away from the wall. The latter 
is diffused further downstream due to the decay process earlier than the former. This behavior 
including turbulence intensity magnitude is similar to what was observed for the reference 
triangular pattern in Figure 3.16. For the patterns with the reduced amplitude, Figures 3.35 and 
3.36, the high turbulence intensity layer is diffused without being split into two parts. It might be 
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as a consequence of the earlier breakdown of the vortices. The most considerable difference is the 
high value of the maximum magnitude of turbulence intensity occurring at downwash region of 
the boundary layer of the pattern T–λ7.5A3.75. This high turbulence intensity region is twice as 
great as the other patterns in the present study. It might be attributed to the interaction of the 
















4.1. Force Measurements 
The aerodynamic performance of an airfoil is expressed by dimensionless parameters of lift CL 












=                                                         (4.2) 
where ρ is the density of air, U∞ the free-stream velocity, c the chord length, s the span and L and 
D are the lift and drag force, respectively. Collecting data and converting them to dimensionless 
parameters, the coefficients will be plotted against the angle of attack α ranging from 0° to 30°. 
While the experiments were conducted using three different Reynolds numbers, only the results 
for Reynolds number of 80000 will be presented for comparisons between the airfoils. There will 
be a comparison between different Reynolds numbers to discuss the effects of Reynolds number 
sensitivity.  
All measurements in the current study were carried out twice to check the repeatability of the 
results. The repeatability results are shown in Figures 4.1 for the lift coefficient of the NACA 0012 
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baseline model and wavy-B. The negligible difference between the results implies reliable 
experiments. 
 
4.1.1. Wavy –A and Wavy-B Models 
4.1.1.1. Comparison with the Baseline Model 
The aerodynamic characteristics of NACA 0012 Wavy-A, Wavy-B and baseline models 
including the lift, drag coefficients and lift-to-drag ratio against angle of attack for Re =  80000 
are shown in Figure 4.2. The values of lift coefficients against angles of attack of the NACA0012 
baseline model at Re = 80000 are compared with the experimental results published by Johari & 
Durgin (1998) at Re =  105000. It can be clearly seen that the present results are practically in good 
agreement with the published results. However, the difference in lift values occurs as the angle of 
attack increase, particularly about the stall region. As angle of attack α increases, the lift coefficient 
CL of all three airfoils linearly rise with about the same gradient as that calculated by Thin Airfoil 
Theory (TAT) for NACA 0012. Although the linear variation of the lift coefficients continues till 
the angle of attack α = 7°, they still grow close together until α = 9, which is the baseline stall 
angle.  
As the angle α increases at the post-stall range of the baseline model, CL of the Wavy-A and 
Wavy-B airfoil do not any more follow the lift drop of the baseline model. The lift coefficient of 
Wavy-A is also reduced but at a slower rate than that of the baseline model. It meets the baseline 
curve at α = 17.5° which is rising again and then follow it closely. In contrast to the baseline and 
Wavy-A model, the lift coefficient of Wavy-B model constantly increases at a slower rate than 
TAT line so that CL is up to 23% greater than the baseline model at post-stall. This difference for 
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the CL of Wavy-A is also, up to a 13% compared to the baseline model. The CL of Wavy-B, 
however, dip below both the baseline model and Wavy-A at α = 30°  
As shown in Figure 4.2(b), there is an increase in drag coefficient for both the Wavy-A and 
Wavy-B airfoils for the angle of attack up to about 12.5°. At angles of attack 12.5° < α < 20°, there 
is little difference between the values of CD between all the airfoils. As the angle of attack pass 
20°, CD of the baseline model increases more than both the wavy airfoils. The minimum values 
belong to Wavy-B lower CD in this range of angle of attack. 
The lift-to-drag ratio curves in Figure 4.3(c) shows that the highest value, CL/CD = 20.2, 
belongs to the baseline model compared to both Wavy-A and Wavy-B models which peaks at α = 
5°. The lift coefficient of Wavy-A and Wavy-B reach their highest values CL/CD = 10.4 at α = 
4°and CL/CD = 9.0 at α = 3°, respectively. As the angle of attack approaches 12.5°, CL/CD for all 
the airfoils begin to converge and then continue together for α > 12.5°, while Wavy-B is slightly 
higher than the rest. The results are mostly verified by a numerical study (Lin et al. 2013) for the 
same airfoil type and cross section but at higher Reynolds number of 1.6 ×105. There are a nice 
similarity in trends of the results obtained from the present study and the reported by (Lin et al. 
2013) such as the increase in CL values at post-stall angles for the Wavy-B airfoil, a slight increase 
in CD for the wavy airfoils at pre-stall angles and a high peak CL/CD for the baseline model. 
It can be inferred from the results that the wavy patterns like Wavy-A and Wavy-B models 
improve the aerodynamic performance. The patterns mostly influence post-stall angles while 
altering the aerodynamic characteristics over pre-stall angles. Both patterns also showed the 
potential of causing a delay or even the elimination of the stall. The reason of such aerodynamic 
performances will be discussed in the flow visualization section. Regarding the traits of these type 
of patterns, they can be applied for applications dealing with the post-stall region. For example, 
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wind turbine blades predominantly work in the post-stall region near the blade tips in particular. 
Utilizing such wavy patterns over segments facing the lift drop may increase the efficiency of the 
wind turbine due to increasing in aerodynamic performance. 
 
 
4.1.1.2. Effects of Reynolds Number 
The experiment on NACA 0012 Wavy-A and Wavy-B models were repeated at Reynolds 
numbers of 35000 and 46000 to examine the effect of Reynolds numbers on the performance trends 
of the NACA 0012 airfoils. Figure 4.3 exhibits the lift coefficient of the NACA 0012 Wavy-A and 
Wavy-B models as well as the baseline model against angle of attack at different Reynolds number. 
The plots associated to each airfoil type reveal that the lift coefficient of each airfoil type has 
similar trend despite the change in Reynolds number. The only discrepancy is found over 7.5° < α 
< 15° of the baseline model and over 12.5° < α < 17.5° of the Wavy-A model where the lift 
coefficients present an increase beyond the trend for Re = 80000. This might be due to the presence 
of an adverse pressure gradient, causing the flow over the suction surface to separate. The adverse 
pressure gradient is mitigated by higher dynamic pressure produced at higher Reynolds number. 
This phenomenon will be more precisely examined using helium flow visualization at another part 
of this study.  
It can be concluded that the aerodynamic performance trends for the airfoils with wavy patterns 
are relatively insensitive to Reynolds number range of 3.5×104< Re < 8×104 , except about stall 
angle, where lift coefficients increase as Reynolds number increases. This conclusion is also in 




4.1.1.3. Effects of Airfoil Thickness (NACA0012 vs NACA0020) 
Force measurement was also collected for the NACA 0020 wavy-A and Wavy-B models, as 
shown in Figure 4.4, in order to investigate the effects of the airfoil thickness on the aerodynamic 
performances of the wavy airfoils. The lift coefficient curve of the NACA0012 baseline model at 
Re = 80000 is in good agreement with those published results of Miklosovic et al. (2004) at Re =  
500000. However, it can be seen that there are a few differences, the stall angle and the magnitude 
of the lift drop at stall angle in particular. 
A comparison between Figures 4.2(a) and 4.4(a) reveals that the maximum lift coefficient and 
stall angle for NACA 0020 baseline model are substantially greater than not only NACA 0012 
baseline model but also the rest. However, the maximum lift coefficient and stall angles are 
comparatively the same for the NACA 0020 wavy compared to the NACA 0012 wavy models. 
Thickening Wavy-A and Wavy-B models have similar trends suppression of abrupt drop in lift 
coefficient during the stall regime. The increase in thickness of the airfoil slightly benefits the lift 
coefficient only for the Wavy-B model compared with the baseline model at 20° < α < 25°. 
Additionally, using wavy patterns on NACA 0020 does not have an advantageous effect on the lift 
coefficient except for a slight improvement at the post-stall region. There are no such a great 
difference in CD trends as shown in Figure 4.2(b) and 4.4(b). Drag coefficients are higher for the 
wavy airfoils at 7.5° < α < 20° with respect to their own baselines. It is observed that the increase 
in airfoil thickness results in an increase of the drag coefficients. Figures 4.2(c) and 4.4(c) show 
that using wavy patterns shift the maximum lift-to-drag ratio toward smaller angles of attack as 
compared with the baseline models. Additionally, using NACA 0020 instead of NACA 0012 cause 




4.1.2. NACA 0020 Wavy-C 
The wavy-C airfoils include two NACA 0020 airfoils consisting of leading edge protuberances 
with the same wavelength of 20mm but different amplitudes of 2.4mm (0.05c) and 4.8mm (0.1c). 
The lift and drag coefficients and the lift-to-drag ratio against a range of angle of attack (0° < α < 
30°). As shown in Figure 4.5(a) all three airfoils’ lift coefficient increases with a roughly same 
slope of 2π, as predicted by Thin Airfoil Theory (TAT), as the angle of attack increases till α < 5°. 
The slopes for the baseline model and the 0.05c model are slightly greater than 2π for 5° < α < 8° 
while the slope of 0.1c model is slightly lower than that predicted by TAT. It is also observed that 
even though the lift coefficient of the baseline model is noticeably greater than the airfoils with 
protuberances at the pre-stall range, there is no sudden drop in CL. Moreover, the airfoils with 
protuberances exhibit higher lift at post-stall angles of the baseline model that is favorable in term 
of the aerodynamic performance. The wavy-C airfoils also have lower stall angles compared to the 
baseline model tally with the results of Hansen et al. (2011). 
The drag coefficient of the three airfoils, as shown in Figure 4.5(b), do not have any 
considerable difference at small angls of attacks α < 5°). There is, however, a significant growth 
in drag coefficients of the airfoils with protuberances within the range 7.5° < α < 20° due to the 
earlier occurrence of the stall regime earlier compared to the baseline model. After baseline 
model’s stall, its drag coefficient abruptly increases till reaches the drag curve of the 0.05c model 
at α < 20°. From this angle on, they continue growing in the same trend while the CD values of 
baseline and 0.05c model are very close together and smaller than those of the airfoil with larger 
protuberances. From lift-to-drag ratio plot, Figure 4.5, it is observed that smaller protuberances are 
capable of producing higher lift-to-drag at about α = 5°. Moreover, all airfoils have the same values 
at α<5° and α > 20°.  
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Comparing Figure 4.5 with 4.4 indicate that the lift coefficient of Wavy-A and Wavy-B varies 
between that of the airfoils with protuberance while the smaller protuberances have the higher 
values. There is an exception where the CL for Wavy-A become the minimum over 18°<α < 28°. 
As the angle of attack approaches to α = 30°, all of the curves are converged together. On drag 
coefficient, there is the same trend such that the curves of Wavy-A and Wavy-B are placed between 
the curves of the airfoils with protuberance but in this case, the smaller protuberances produce the 
lower values. 
As mentioned in the literature, streamwise counter-rotating vortices are created over 
protuberances. Such vortices are similar to vortices generated by vortex generators and delta-wings 
(Wei et al. 2015). They propagate downstream while their size increases and their intensity 
decreases. In fact, the spanwise flow arising from each swept edge of a leading edge protuberance 
generates a vortex near the peak of the protuberance. The vortex moves along the swept edge 
toward the trough and meets another vortex generated by the swept edge of the adjacent 
protuberance. The two vortices are combined to create a counter-rotating vortices. The flow is 
detached from the leading edge at the troughs as the airfoil cross section on the trough-plane is 
comparatively blunt, (Custodio 2007). Accordingly, the flow can separate rather easily compared 
to the baseline model. Protuberances with larger amplitude generate stronger vortices resulting in 
more extensive flow separation and lower performance with regard to the generated lift pre-stall.  
While the “burst” of a laminar separation bubble for the baseline model lead to an abrupt stall, the 
protuberances of Wavy-C model cause the lift to drop more gradually. Additionally, as the adverse 
pressure gradient in the trough is stronger compared to the peak the trough is more susceptible to 
flow separation. However, the negative effect of flow separation is counterbalanced by the low 
pressure zone close to the leading edge in the trough (Rostamzadeh et al. 2013). Due to this fact, 
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the leading edge modification like Wavy-C model are able to improve the lift performance 
particularly in post-stall region. 
4.2. Flow Visualization Experiments 
4.2.1. Helium Bubble Flow Visualization 
Helium bubble flow visualization was carried out at freestream velocities U∞ = 11.5 m/s and 
U∞ = 26 m/s, which correspond to Re = 35000 and Re = 80000, to observe the full span surface 
flow structures of the wavy airfoils compared against the baseline models and to examine the 
Reynolds Sensitivity. Using this technique the flow path-line was captured from the side of the 
airfoil (cross section) to represent the flow structures around the airfoils such as the wake thickness 
and the flow steadiness downstream the airfoil.  
 
4.2.1.1. Reynolds Number Sensitivity 
As reported in section 4.1.1.2, the lift coefficient of the baseline airfoil at Reynolds number Re 
= 80000 increases before stall much than lower Reynolds numbers. To find the reason for such 
phenomenon, Helium bubble flow visualization was carried out at α = 10° for Re = 35000 and Re 
= 80000. The results are shown in Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b), respectively. As can be seen in Figure 
4.6a, a small laminar separation bubble occurs near the leading edge, whereas the flow is attached 
to the entire surface without any separation in Figure 4.6(b). The separation bubble as a result of 
the presence of an adverse pressure gradient leads to the lower lift coefficient for the baseline 
model exposed to lower Reynolds number. On the other hand, the fully attached flow at higher 





4.2.1.2. Wavy Airfoil Versus Baseline Airfoil 
The flow visualization results of NACA 0012 models are shown for Wavy-A and Wavy-B 
airfoils at a few angles of attack in Figure 4.7. It can be clearly seen in Figure 4.7a that at α = 15°, 
the flow over the upper surface of Wavy-B leaves behind a much smaller wake thickness compared 
to Wavy-A and the baseline model. A more attached flow over the upper surface and a more steady 
flow downstream of the Wavy-B airfoil were also observed when compared to the other two 
airfoils. It can also be observed there is a comparable difference between Wavy-A and the baseline 
model; the separation bubble of Wavy-A airfoil is smaller than the baseline model and the flow is 
more steady downstream of Wavy-A airfoil as well. These images agree with the force 
measurement data, which indicates that at α = 15°, Wavy-B’s CL is 0.803, higher than CL = 0.736 
of Wavy-A which is higher than CL = 0.652 of the baseline model.  
As previously mentioned for the force measurement experiments, it was found that at low 
angles of attack α < 10°, drag coefficient of the baseline airfoil is lower than both the airfoils, 
however as the angle of attack increase to α = 20°, the baseline model has the highest CD, followed 
by Wavy-A, and Wavy-B with the lowest drag coefficient. Several images were taken at α = 5° 
and α = 25° to identify possible flow structures that support results found in the force measurement 
experiments. In Figure 4.7(b), it can be seen that at α = 10°, a very small wake thickness is formed 
downstream of the baseline model. However for Wavy-A and Wavy-B, there are noticeable wake 
thicknesses that are much thicker than the one found in the baseline model. This supports the lower 
drag coefficient found from the force measurements for the baseline model. Increasing the angle 
of attack to α = 25°, it can be seen from Figure 4.7(c) that Wavy-B has a much thinner wake 
thickness compared to Wavy-A and the baseline model, again supporting the force measurement 
results  which showed that Wavy-B airfoil has the lowest drag coefficient. 
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Although helium bubble flow visualization is able to show the separation bubble and the wake 
thickness, it cannot show the streamwise vortices which were formed that might be the explanation 
for the reduced separation bubble size and wake thickness. Smoke flow visualization on the next 
section will attempt to visualize the streamwise vortices that were formed due to the wavy patterns 
of the airfoils. 
 
4.2.2. Smoke Wire Flow Visualization 
In this section, the results taken with smoke-wire flow visualization technique will be presented 
to identify the formation of streamwise vortices due to the Wavy-A and Wavy-B models. The 
experiment was performed at a wind speed U∞ = 3 m/s corresponding to Re = 9000 due to the 
restrictions of smoke flow visualization. Despite the Reynolds number in this part of experiment 
is largely lower than that used for force measurement and Helium bubble flow visualization, it is 
expected to observe vortices similar to those are formed for higher Reynolds discussed earlier in 
this report 
The appearance of counter-rotating streamwise vortices generated over the Wavy-A and Wavy-
B models at zero-angle of attack are displayed in Figure 4.8. As can be seen in Figure 4.8, the 
Wavy-A model has the more prominent appearance of counter-rotating streamwise vortices in the 
furrow of the wavy pattern. In the middle of each furrow, the flow moves away from the surface 
and then deflected down toward the airfoil and thus generate a counter-rotating vortex as shown 
in Figure 4.9. The appearance of pairs of vortices entrain the high momentum in the free-stream 
towards the surface of the airfoil and as a result, the flow stays more attached to the surface.  The 
size of the counter-rotating vortices in the case of Wavy-A model, Figure 4.8(c), is not as large as 
those on Wavy-B model, as depicted in Figure 4.8(f). The protuberances at both leading edge and 
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trailing edge of the Wavy-B model can be the reason of the difference in the vortex sizes. As 
mentioned previously, the protuberances at the leading edge behave similarly to vortex generators. 
They trigger the formation of the counter streamwise vortices earlier upstream than those on the 
Wavy-A model. The downstream evolution of these vortices somewhat has been channeled by the 
longitudinal corrugation on the surfaces of both the airfoils, preserving the appearance of the 
counter-rotating streamwise vortices.  In fact, the appearance of vortices alter the pressure 
distribution over the wavy model compared to the baseline model (Lin et al. 2013). The pressure 
difference between lower and upper surface is a bit greater than the baseline model. The leading 
edge sinusoidal protuberance increases the difference of pressure starting from the leading edge 
indicating the appearance of the vortices earlier that Wavy-A model. This results in an increase in 
the maximum lift by using wavy patterns compared to the baseline model. 
While the protuberances at the leading edge have triggered the formation of two pairs of 
counter-rotating streamwise vortices on both sides of the Wavy-B airfoil, the appearance of similar 
vortices in Wavy-A airfoil could be attributed to the appearance of the longitudinal surface 
corrugation. Thus, these vortices occur later than those appear on Wavy-B model. In regard to this, 
the downstream evolution of the vortices on Wavy-A is not as pronounced as those on Wavy-B 
model. This could cause the flow around the Wavy-A model to be more vulnerable to separation 
than that around the Wavy-B airfoil. The larger counter-rotating vortices the protuberances at the 
leading edge and trailing edge of the Wavy-B airfoil might be the reason for the better aerodynamic 
performances compared to the Wavy-A airfoil as shown in Figure 4.2. The counter-rotating 
streamwise vortices on both wavy airfoils help keep the flow attached, thus increasing lift 
coefficients for both of them when compared to the baseline model. 
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Figure 4.10 is the cross-sectional images taken at different streamwise locations which show 
the streamwise vortices on the upper surfaces of the wavy-A and Wavy-B models at α = 10° and 
α = 25°. Comparing images for α = 10°, Figure 4.10(a) and Figure 4.10(b), it can be seen that the 
streamwise vortices generated at Wavy-B are more pronounced and last longer along the surface. 
There are however no clear signs of streamwise vortices for the Wavy-A model due to flow 
separation in between 0.2c and 0.4c. For Wavy-B model, there are some vortices formed with 
alternating sizes along the span length. For example at 0.4c and 0.6c, there are several vortices 
which are about twice as large as the other vortices, where the larger vortices appear to break down 
sooner than the smaller vortices. However, it can clearly be seen that the flow only becomes fully 
separated at near the trailing edge, which is more than twice the distance of Wavy-A. Similar trends 
are found in Figure 4.10(c) and 4.10(d), where the airfoils are at an angle of attack of α = 25°. 
Once again there are obvious streamwise vortices generated along the upper surface Wavy-B 
airfoil, breaking down at about 0.6c, whereas for Wavy-A there are no vortices, only a region of 
turbulent flow which is similar to the baseline model.  
For airfoils with a straight leading edge, at such low Reynolds number, the laminar boundary 
layer separates near the leading edge at a specific angle of attack. The local separation point 
occurring on the suction surface is shifted upstream toward the leading edge as angle of attack 
increases till the stall angle is reached. The separated boundary layer flow experiences a very quick 
transition to turbulent flow at post stall angles (Mueller and DeLaurier 2003). The presence of 
streamwise vortices causes a smaller separation bubble by delaying the separation as shown 
previously in the helium bubble flow visualization. The vortices, in fact, cause the flow in between 
them to accelerate by pumping in momentum and therefore provide additional kinetic energy to 
prevent local separation (Favier et al. 2012). This delay in flow separation can interpret a delay in 
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stall angle, suppression of drop in CL and better post-stall aerodynamic performances for the wavy 
airfoils.  
Smoke wire flow visualization was also used to examine the flow structure in chordwise planes 
at furrow and ridge of the wavy airfoils at the post-stall angle α = 15° where there is a noticeable 
difference in lift coefficient across the different airfoils. Figure 4.11 displays the results of the 
current study as well as the results of a numerical study conducted by (Lin et al. 2013) in order to 
assess the flow structures. Regarding Figure 4.11(a), the numerical and experimental flow 
structures for Wavy-A. The numerical study simulates that there will be leading edge separations 
for all the sections except a slight delay for the ridge section. This phenomenon is not clear in the 
experimental flow structure, however, a more streamlined flow structure is observed at the ridge 
section. Examining the smoke flow visualization images, the flow structure at the middle section 
is similar to the baseline model while the ridge and furrow sections appear to be more streamlined 
with a smaller separation bubble. 
For the Wavy-B model shown in Figure 4.11(b), there are resemblances of a small separation 
bubble forming near the leading edge for the middle and furrow section, resulting in a ‘kink’ of 
the streaklines flowing over the airfoil. However the attachment of the flow over the leading edge 
at the ridge section suggested by the numerical flow is not prominent for the experimental case; 
the flow appears to separate from the leading edge. When compared to the baseline model, the 
Wavy-B model does have smaller and more streamlined separation bubble, which is in line with 
the numerical simulation. The smaller and more streamlined separation bubbles found in the wavy 
airfoils might be the cause of the higher lift coefficients over the baseline model.  
In the case of the baseline model, the boundary layer separates near the leading edge at angle 
attack about the stall angle. Further downstream, the separated boundary layer reattaches to the 
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surface so that a separation bubble is formed about the leading edge. As the angle of attack 
increases to the post-stall angles, a drop in the lift coefficient occurs because the separated flow 
near the leading edge is not reattached to the surface. In fact, stall is associated with the appearance 
of separation bubble resulted from the transition to turbulence about the separation point (Mueller 
and DeLaurier, 2003). For the case of the wavy-A model, the separation bubble appear near the 
leading edge and is extended to trailing edge. The separation occurring in the ridge sections is 
retarded compared to that in the furrow sections. Such a flow characteristic on wavy-A model may 
result in the lift drop compared to the baseline model. As the angle of attack increases to α=15°, 
less change in the flow pattern can be detected in different cross-sections of the airfoil. The flow 
characteristics observed in flow visualizations results directly affect the force distribution of the 
Wavy-A models shown earlier. The flow in the furrow section of the wavy-B model typically 
separates earlier than the separation point of the baseline model, while the separation occurs further 
downstream in the ridge section. The flow separation point is shifted upstream toward the leading 
edge at higher angles of attack. As angle of attack increases to α=15°, as shown in Figure 4.11(b), 
the leading edge flow separation occurs on both the baseline model and the wavy airfoil-B. The 
separated flow near the leading edge develops from the leading edge resulting in the appearance 
of a large separation region behind the airfoil. At the ridge section, the leading edge protuberances 
cause the laminar flow region is extended so that the separation point of the flow is delayed up to 
x/c ≈ 0.25 on the ridge sections of wavy-B model. At higher Reynolds number, the flow remains 
attached to the surface at such angles of attack of a baseline model due to the presence of the 
boundary layer with a higher momentum (Lin et al. 2013). Such flow characteristic produced by 
the wavy leading edge diminishes the effect of stall by altering the pressure distribution in 
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chordwise and spanwise direction. This change causes the delay of the separation bubble and 












The development of streamwise counter- rotating vortices generated by leading edge patterns 
such as triangular, notched and sinusoidal patterns with the same wavelength and amplitude of the 
patterns were used. It was shown that streamwise counter-rotating vortices are generated in the 
form of mushroom-like structures initiated from the troughs the leading edge patterns. The 
mushroom-like structures consist of a pair of counter-rotating vortices propagated downstream 
over the flat plate under zero-pressure condition and then breakdown to turbulence. The number 
of the preset vortices was equal to the number of troughs of each pattern, except for the notched 
pattern which an additional vortex structure appeared between the main counter-rotating vortices. 
In general, the low momentum fluid downstream of a trough is moved upward at “upwash” while 
“downwash” takes place downstream of the pattern peaks including high momentum. The 
appearance of the counter-rotating vortices resulted in the appearance of an inflection point on the 
velocity profile at upwash region in the beginning of the vortex formation. This implied that the 
counter-rotating vortices grew in a non-linear manner from the beginning of the vortices 
appearance. The inflection point disappears further downstream due to diffusion of the mushroom-
like structure so that the velocity profile approached the Blasius profile. In contrast to upwash 
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region, no inflection point was found on the velocity profiles at downwash region. The presence 
of the counter-rotating vortices leads to the appearance of two peaks on the turbulence intensity 
profiles at upwash regions which further downstream were reduced to one peak. In contrast to the 
upwash region, there was only one peak corresponding the turbulence near the wall in the 
downwash region because there was no high shear layer in this region. Plotting shears along the 
spanwise direction (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  revealed that there was a concentration zone of spanwise shear (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) surrounding the low-speed streaks at the upwash regions. The concentrated spanwise 
shear (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  was diffused as the vortices were propagated further downstream. The contour of 
the wall-normal shear (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕) showed that the development of the mushroom-like vortices is 
inflectional below the mushroom hat. As the spanwise shear lasts longer even the vortices are 
diffused and the spanwise shear is more dominant than the wall-normal shear it can be deduced 
that the transition process in the present study was dominated by sinuous mode that further 
nonlinear development of the sinuous mode would lead to turbulent flow. 
The effect of the pattern shape was also discussed in this work. The characteristics of the 
vortices for the sinusoidal pattern were similar to the vortices observed for the triangular pattern 
with minor differences. However, results for the notched leading edge revealed that two different 
vortices appeared downstream of the leading edge; one downstream of the troughs and an 
additional vortex structure downstream of the peaks. The additional vortex structure created 
downstream of the peaks is smaller than the main vortices and diffuses earlier. The strong turn-
over zone of the main vortices might cause such vortex structure leading to additional upwash 
region. This phenomenon shows that boundary layer is more susceptible to instability in the full 
span in comparison to the boundary layer of the triangular and sinusoidal leading.  
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In another part of this work, a series of experiments were carried out on the effect of the leading 
edge (protuberances) and surface patterns on the aerodynamic performance of NACA 0012 and 
NACA 0020 airfoils. The experiments included measurement of aerodynamic forces at Re = 80000 
as well as applying helium bubble and smoke wire flow visualization to examine the flow structure 
and to identify the counter-rotating streamwise vortices. The airfoils were categorized into four 
different groups, the plain airfoils as the baseline models, the Wavy-A airfoils with sinusoidal 
wavy patterns on the surfaces, Wavy-B airfoils with sinusoidal wavy patterns on the surfaces and 
leading edge and trailing edge, and Wavy-C airfoils with wavy patterns on the leading edge. From 
the force measurement, it was observed that there was an improvement in lift performance at the 
post-stall region. It was coupled with a delay in stall angle as well as the suppression of an abrupt 
drop in lift coefficient found in the stall regime of the baseline airfoil. There was no noticeable 
difference at the pre-stall region. The visualization experiments were able to identify certain flow 
structures that supported the results obtained from the force measurements. For example, smaller 
separation bubble was found for the wavy airfoils at a certain angle of attack, indicating a more 
attached flow and thus higher lift coefficient generation. Thinner wake thickness was also observed 
downstream of such airfoils, reinforcing the force measurement results that showed a reduction in 
drag. The flow visualization experiments also managed to capture counter-rotating streamwise 
vortices that were formed on the surfaces of the wavy airfoils which helped the flow to stay attach 
on the surface of the airfoil. The counter-rotating streamwise vortices found on the Wavy-B airfoil 
appears to be more defined and concentrated than the Wavy-A airfoil, and were generated earlier 
due to the presence of the leading edge protuberances. The counter-rotating streamwise vortices 
generated in Wavy-B were also found to last longer downstream than those found in Wavy-A, 
indicating the later separation of flow. Overall the Wavy-B airfoil was able to provide more 
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aerodynamic performance benefits than the Wavy-A airfoil, with a higher increase in lift 
coefficient and lower drag, and an absence of an abrupt drop in lift coefficient in the stall regime. 
 
5.2. Recommendations 
The present work can be extended in the future by considering the following recommendations: 
1) As boundary layer on a flat plate with a leading edge pattern may be sensitive to the presence 
of the hotwire probe, it is recommended to use PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) or LDA 
(Laser Doppler Anemometry) to obtain the velocity field to find out how the holes affect the 
vortices. 
2) The previous methods to generate preset Görtler vortices, such as using thin wires and needles 
prior to the leading edge, suffered from introducing perturbations from free-stream flow into 
the boundary layer. Therefore, using a leading edge pattern is a more appropriate device to 
introduce the perturbation at the beginning of the boundary layer formation in order to study 
its effect on the development of Görtler vortices. The results also can be used to establish a 
correlation between transitional Reynolds numbers in concave surface boundary layer flows 
with the presents work. 
3) It is recommended to use at least two hot-wire probes simultaneously at spanwise locations, to 
obtain the phase flow information in order to provide further information on the dynamic 
instabilities. 
4) As the airfoils with leading edge pattern are beneficial for wind turbines, it is recommended to 
investigate the dynamic performance of such airfoils.  
5) Most studies related to airfoils with leading edge patterns are associated with symmetric and 
two-dimensional airfoils.  It is suggested to examine the effect of leading-edge protuberances 
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on the performance on airfoils with an asymmetric profile. Moreover, it would be of interest 
to understand how the leading edge patterns affect a three-dimensional airfoil and wing tip 
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Figure 1.1 (a) co- rotating vortex generator configuration, (b) counter- rotating vortex generator 
configuration (Godard & Stanislas 2006) 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Leading edge serrations in order to generate streamwise vortices over the suction 





Figure 1.3 Owl wing leading edge comb (Cranston et al. 2012) 
 
 









Figure 1.6 Experimental models (Smooth and scalloped humpback whale flipper), Lift and Drag 





Figure 1.7 Tubercle amplitude variation and the effect on Lift and Drag coefficient for NACA 
0021 at Re=130000 (Hansen et al. 2011) 
 
 
Figure 1.8 Evolution of streamwise vorticity over the suction side of the airfoil indicating the 







Figure 1.9 A model of commercial jet airliner using tubercle technology on its wings and control 
surfaces (Fish et al. 2011) 
 
 























Figure 2.1 The small wind tunnel used for the flow visualisation experiments and aerodynamic 
force measurement 
(a) 
Figure 2. 2 The leading edge patterns used for the smoke flow visualization experiment:  






Figure 2.3 Schematic of flat plate with leading edge pattern and positions of the spanwise holes 







Figure 2.4 Schematic of experimental setup for smoke flow visualization experiments 
 
 
Length (L) = 660 mm  






Figure 2.5 Schematic of experimental setup for Hot-Wire measurement over the flat plate with a 
leading edge pattern 
 
 
Figure 2.6 Schematic of the test plate configuration and leading edge patterns used for Hot-wire 












 (c)  (d) 
Figure 2.7 Three-dimensional view and cross section profile of airfoil models: (a) NACA 0012 
baseline model, (b) NACA 0012 Wavy-A model, (c) NACA 0012 Wavy-B model and 
























Figure 2.8 Load cell setup for aerodynamic forces measurement 
    
 


















Figure 3. 1 Smoke streaks (top view) at U∞ = 1.5 m/s: (a) triangular, (b) Semicircular, (c) notched 
patterns 
 
Figure 3.2 Schematic of the formation of streamwise counter-rotating vortices on a flat plate with 












Figure 3. 3 Cross section visualization of flow (x = 10mm, U∞ = 1.5m/s): 








Figure 3. 4 Cross section visualization of flow (x = 30mm, U∞ = 1.5m/s): 
















Figure 3. 5 Cross section visualization of flow (x = 10 mm, U∞ = 3.75m/s) 









Figure 3. 6 Cross section visualization of flow (x = 30 mm, U∞ = 3.75m/s) 









(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3. 7 Surface viualization by sublimation method at U∞ = 1.5 m/s 
 
 
(a) at x = 2/3λ (=10 mm) 
 
(b) at x = 4/3λ (=20 mm) 
 
(c) at x = 2λ (= 30 mm) 
Figure 3.8 Cross-sectional views of streamwise counter-rotating vortices for the reference plate  











(a) at x = 2/3λ (= 10mm) 
 
(b) at x = 4/3λ (= 20mm) 
 
(c) at x = 2λ (= 30mm) 
Figure 3.9 Cross-sectional views of streamwise counter-rotating vortices for Plate A at U∞ = 3 m/s 



















(a) at x = 4/3λ (= 20mm) 
 
(b) at x = 2λ (= 30mm) 
 
(c) at x = 20/3λ (= 100mm) 
 
(d) at x = 50/3λ (= 250mm) 
Figure 3.10 Cross-sectional views of streamwise counter-rotating vortices for Plate B at U∞ = 3m/s   
(Reλ = 3080) for some streamwise positions 
 
 














(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 15 mm 
 
(c) x = 20 mm 
 
(d) x = 25 mm 
 



















(f) x = 40 mm 
 
(g) x = 50 mm 
 
(h) x = 70 mm 
 
(i) x = 100 mm 
Figure 3.12 Contours of normalized mean streamwise velocity (U/U∞) on y-z plane for 


















Figure 3.13 Mean velocity profiles across the boundary layer at several streamwise locations 


















































(a) at y = 0.5δ 
 
(b) at y = δ 
Figure 3.14. Spanwise distributions of normalized velocity at different normal and streamwise 



































Figure 3.15 Distribution of turbulence intensity across the boundary layer at several streamwise 

























































(a) x = 10 mm 
 
 (b) x = 15 mm 
 
(c) x = 20 mm 
 
(d) x = 25 mm 
 
 






















(f) x = 50 mm 
 
(g) x = 100 mm 
 
















(a) x = 10 mm 
 
 (b) x = 15 mm 
 
(c) x = 20 mm 
 
(d) x = 25 mm 
 




















(f) x = 100 mm  
Figure 3.17 Iso-shear contours (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  in y-z plane in the boundary layer of flat plate with 






























(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 15 mm 
 
(c) x = 20 mm 
 
(d) x = 25 mm 
 




















(f) x = 100 mm  
Figure 3.18 Iso-shear contours (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  in y-z plane in the boundary layer of flat plate with 




























(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 
















(e) x = 50 mm 
 
(f) x = 80 mm 
Figure 3.19 Contours of normalized mean streamwise velocity (U/U∞) on y-z plane for sinusoidal 



















(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 
















(e) x = 50 mm 
 
(f) x = 70 mm 
Figure 3.20 Contours of normalized mean streamwise velocity (U/U∞) on y-z plane for notched   












Figure 3.21 Mean velocity profiles across the boundary layer at several streamwise locations for 














































Figure 3.22 Mean velocity profiles across the boundary layer at several streamwise locations for 















































Figure 3.23 Distribution of turbulence intensity across the boundary layer at several streamwise 
















































Figure 3.24 Distribution of turbulence intensity across the boundary layer at several streamwise 
















































(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 
















(e) x = 50 mm 
 
(f) x = 80 mm 
Figure 3.25 Turbulent intensity Tu(%) contours on y-z plane for sinusoidal pattern Sref - λ15A7.5 

















(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 
(d) x = 40 mm 
 



















(f) x = 70 mm 
Figure 3.26 Turbulent intensity Tu(%) contours on y-z plane for notched pattern Nref - λ15A7.5 at 






















(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 
















(e) x = 50 mm 
 
(f) x = 80 mm 
Figure 3.27 Iso-shear contours (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  in y-z plane in the boundary layer of flat plate with 



















(a) x = 10 mm 
 
 
























(e) x = 50 mm 
 
(f) x = 70 mm 
Figure 3.28 Iso-shear contours (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  in y-z plane in the boundary layer of flat plate with 





















(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 



















(d) x = 40 mm 
 
 
(e) x = 50 mm 
 
 
(f) x = 80 mm 
Figure 3.29 Iso-shear contours (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  in y-z plane in the boundary layer of flat plate with 
























(a) x = 10 mm 
 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
 
























(e) x = 50 mm 
 
(f) x = 70 mm 
Figure 3.30 Iso-shear contours (𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)  in y-z plane in the boundary layer of flat plate with 























(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 
(d) x = 40 mm 
 
(e) x = 50 mm 
Figure 3.31 Contours of normalized mean streamwise velocity (U/U∞) on y-z plane for triangular 

























(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 




















(e) x = 50 mm 
Figure 3.32 Contours of normalized mean streamwise velocity (U/U∞) on y-z plane for triangular 

























(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 




















(e) x = 50 mm 
Figure 3.33 Contours of normalized mean streamwise velocity (U/U∞) on y-z plane for triangular 











(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 




















(e) x = 50 mm 
Figure 3.34 Turbulent intensity Tu(%) contours on y-z plane for triangular pattern T–λ7.5A7.5 at 

























(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 




















(e) x = 50 mm 
Figure 3.35 Turbulent intensity Tu(%) contours on y-z plane for triangular pattern T–λ7.5A3.75 

























(a) x = 10 mm 
 
(b) x = 20 mm 
 
(c) x = 30 mm 
 




















(e) x = 50 mm 
Figure 3.36 Turbulent intensity Tu(%) contours on y-z plane for triangular pattern T-λ15A3.75 at 













Figure 4.1 Repeatability of results for : (a) Lift coefficient of NACA 0012 Baseline and (b) Lift 



































































Figure 4.2 Force coefficients distributions of the NACA 0012 Wavy-A and Wavy-B airfoils 
compared with the baseline at Re = 80000: (a) Lift Coefficient, (b) Drag Coefficient 
























































Figure 4.3 Lift coefficient distributions at different Reynolds numbers: (a) NACA 0012 
























































Figure 4.4 Force coefficients distributions of the NACA 0020 Wavy-A and Wavy-B airfoils 
compared with the baseline for Re = 80000: (a) Lift Coefficient, (b) Drag Coefficient 






















































0020 Wavy C (A=0.05c)





Figure 4.5 Force coefficients distributions of the Wavy-C airfoils compared with the baseline: 




















0020 Wavy C (A=0.05c)







Figure 4.6 Helium bubble flow visualization of the NACA 0012 baseline airfoil at α = 10°, at 



























Figure 4.7 Helium bubble flow visualization of the NACA 0012 airfoils for Re = 80000  at 


















(a) (b) (c) 
  
 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 4.8 Smoke flow visualization of the Wavy-A and Wavy-B airfoils at Re = 8000. 
Wavy-A: (a) top view: Spanwise flow structures, (b) back view: Downstream cross-
section flow (c) Wavy-B: enlarged view of the vortices, Wavy-B: (d) top view: 
Spanwise flow structures, (e) back view: Downstream cross-section flow (f) Wavy-
B: enlarged view of the vortices 
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Figure 4.10  Cross-section view of the wavy airfoils at different distances from the leading edge     
at Re = 8000 (a) Wavy-A airfoil at α = 10°, (b) Wavy-B airfoil at α = 10°, (c) Wavy-



































Figure 4.11  Comparison of the experimental flow structures at Re = 8000 against the numerical 
simulation by Lin et al. (2013) at Re = 160000 for the ridge, middle and furrow section: 
(a) Wavy-A at α = 15° and (b) Wavy-B at α = 15°. 
 
 
 
